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ABSTRACT
Biological system study has been an intense research area in neuroscience and cognitive science
for decades of years. Biological human brain is created as an intelligent system that integrates
various types of sensor information and processes them intelligently. Neurons, as activated brain
cells help the brain to make instant and rough decisions. From the 1950s, researchers start attempt-
ing to understand the strategies the biological system employs, then eventually translate them into
machine-based algorithms. Modern computers have been developed to meet our need to handle
computational tasks which our brains are not capable of performing with precision and speed.
While in these existing man-made intelligent systems, most of them are designed for specific pur-
poses. The modern computers solve sophistic problems based on fixed representation and associ-
ation formats, instead of employing versatile approaches to explore the unsolved problems.
Because of the above limitations of the conventional machines, General Purpose Representation
and Association Machine (GPRAM) System is proposed to focus on using a versatile approach
with hierarchical representation and association structures to do a quick and rough assessment on
multitasks. Through lessons learned from neuroscience, error control coding and digital commu-
nications, a prototype of GPRAM system by employing (7,4) Hamming codes and short Low-
Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes is implemented. Types of learning processes are presented,
which prove the capability of GPRAM for handling multitasks.
Furthermore, a study of low resolution simple patterns and face images recognition using an Im-
age Processing Unit (IPU) structure for GPRAM system is presented. IPU structure consists of a
randomly constructed LDPC code, an iterative decoder, a switch and scaling, and decision devices.
All the input images have been severely degraded to mimic human Visual Information Variability
(VIV) experienced in human visual system. The numerical results show that 1) IPU can reliably
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recognize simple pattern images in different shapes and sizes; 2) IPU demonstrates an excellent
multi-class recognition performance for the face images with high degradation. Our results are
comparable to popular machine learning recognition methods towards images without any quality
degradation; 3) A bunch of methods have been discussed for improving IPU recognition perfor-
mance, e.g. designing various detection and power scaling methods, constructing specific LDPC
codes with large minimum girth, etc.
Finally, novel methods to optimize M-ary PSK, M-ary DPSK, and dual-ring QAM signaling with
non-equal symbol probabilities over AWGN channels are presented. In digital communication
systems, MPSK, MDPSK, and dual-ring QAM signaling with equiprobable symbols have been
well analyzed and widely used in practice. Inspired by bio-systems, we suggest investigating
signaling with non-equiprobable symbol probabilities, since in bio-systems it is highly-unlikely to
follow the ideal setting and uniform construction of single type of system. The results show that the
optimizing system has lower error probabilities than conventional systems and the improvements
are dramatic. Even though the communication systems are used as the testing environment, clearly,
our final goal is to extend current communication theory to accommodate or better understand bio-
neural information processing systems.
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The modern computer was developed in the 1940s to meet our need to handle computational tasks
which our brains are not capable of performing with precision and speed. Visionary thoughts from
Turing [1] [2] and von Neumann [3] laid the foundation in terms of mathematical principles and
engineering structures. During the same period, Shannon laid the foundation of the mathematical
measurement of information [4]. Over the last sixty years, telecom engineers have learned how
to achieve the Shannon limit using coding and detection theory. During the process, we have
accumulated a wealth of knowledge on how to preserve, transmit, and detect information.
Apparently, given the current computer architecture designed by scientists and engineers, the mod-
ern computers are created for solving mathematical problems with scientific models involved.
However, human mind could play key roles in many aspects [5], including making rough esti-
mations and decisions, and guiding the general plan. This encourages the researchers to develop
a machine to mimic part functions of human brain. Therefore General Purpose Representation
and Association Machine(GPRAM) system is proposed in [5][6]. This machine could make quick
estimates at certain confidence with vague computation and approximation.
Meanwhile, over the past 20 years, huge amount of progress in understanding how vision works in
computational neuroscience has been made[7]. In [8], researchers summarized nineteen results of
face recognition by humans that all computer vision researchers should know about. In [8], authors
endeavored to make readers understand the strategies bio-logical system employs, as a first step
towards eventually translating them into machine-based algorithms. From the results human visual
scientists discovered, increased knowledge about the ways people recognize each other plays a role
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of stimulus guiding us to develop practical automatic face-recognition system in IPU. For example,
researchers figured out (1) Human can recognize familiar faces in very low-resolution[9][10][11];
(2) Facial features are processed holistically[12][13][14][15].
It is definitely amazing how far we have achieved on Medicine [16] and Neuroscience [17]. Re-
searchers have also tried to reconstruct the visual view from animals through non-intruding tech-
nology [18] or directly recording neural activities [19]. But researchers found the animal view
they directly obtained was only recognizable and it was still impossible to form the sharp an clear
picture. In [9], the author concluded blurringly sampled and quantized images could actually im-
prove the recognition. In [20], the importance of self-noises in a system has been well described,
which indicates the possibility of applying LDPC codes as a representative layer in such system.
In [21] and [22], authors are inspired by the biological system, presenting the feasibility of im-
plementing matched filters for the purpose of achieving statistically optimal performance. In [23],
a device achieving hyper-acuity vision is proposed. In [24], authors figured out how the Image
Processing Unit structure reliably recognize digits images despite the image quality being poor,
as well as how it provides a hyper-acuity capability comparable to human visual systems. In [23]
and [24], it is easy to see the realistic Visual Information Variability (VIV) including point spread,
fixation movement, orientation rotation and Gaussian noise are experienced by bio-visual systems.
The results in [24] indicates IPU could reliably recognize digits despite the image quality being
poor, which further demonstrates VIV may be unanticipatedly beneficial for developing a multitask
visual system.
In summary, all the aforementioned results interest us to build up the prototype of GPRAM system.
Inspired by the bio-visual system, we are curious if there exists a versatile system that could holis-
tically learn and recognize low-resolution images with serious image quality degradation, which is
closely experienced in the human visual system.
2
Dissertation Outline
In this dissertation, the concentration is on studying the prototype development in GPRAM system
using communication theory. The dissertation is organized as follows:
The literature review is presented in Chapter 2. GPRAM concept and low resolution facial image
recognition are reviewed at first. Error control coding theory including LDPC codes and (7,4)
Hamming codes are introduced next. At last, the digital modulation techniques involved in com-
munication theory is presented.
In Chapter 3, we go from bio-system to observe whether simple LDPC codes could be used in
telecommunication systems. It helps us build a testable platform to evaluate the theory proposed
in [5] [6]. We first overview the concept of GPRAM, then construct a prototype GPRAM system
using (7,4) Hamming and simple LDPC codes. Through the experimental results we demonstrate
GPRAM principles. Furthermore, types of learning processes are proposed for comparison, which
prove the capability of GPRAM for handling multitasks. After highlighting the future challenges,
we conclude this chapter.
Chapter 4 presents a study on low resolution simple patterns and face images recognition using
Image Processing Unit (IPU) structure for General Purpose Representation and Association Ma-
chine system. IPU structure consists of a randomly constructed LDPC code, an iterative decoder,
a switch and scaling, and decision devices. All the input images have been severely degraded to
mimic human Visual Information Variability (VIV) experienced in human visual system. The nu-
merical results show that 1) IPU can reliably recognize simple pattern images in different shapes
and sizes; 2) IPU proves an excellent multi-class recognition performance for the face images
with high degradation. Our results are comparable to popular recognition methods towards images
without any quality degradation; 3) A bunch of methods have been discussed for improving IPU
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recognition performance, e.g. designing various detection and power scaling methods, construct-
ing specific LDPC codes with large minimum girth, etc.
Chapter 5 derives formulas to optimize signal constellations, decision regions, and symbol er-
ror rates for M -ary PSK, M -ary DPSK, and dual-ring QAM signaling with non-equal symbol
probabilities over AWGN channel. In each modulation scheme, the performance is evaluated and
compared in symbol error rate at the same information bit energy. The results show that the op-
timizing system has lower error probabilities than two conventional systems, 1) a system with
non-equiprobable symbols using source coding; 2) a system with non-equiprobable symbols us-
ing equally spaced constellation. Several examples presented in this chapter elaborate that the
improvements are dramatic.
Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation and discusses the future work.
Contributions
The major contributions in this dissertation are listed below.
(1) Construct a prototype of General Purpose Representation and Association Machine(GPRAM)
using (7,4) Hamming code and simple LDPC codes. Through the simulations, we have demonstrat-
ed GPRAM concept, illustrated the differences between conventional system design and our new
versatile approach, and also have highlighted challenges faced in implementing GPRAM systems.
(Chapter 3)
(2) Develop several essential functions in GPRAM prototype, improve learning processes for three-
state systems and derive progressive learning methods for GPRAM in multitask learning. (Chapter
3)
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(3) Construct an Image Processing Unit(IPU) structure for GPRAM system to recognize low-
resolution images with Visual Information Variability(VIV). Different tasks have been selected to
test the performance ability of IPU/GPRAM system, which include (a) simple pattern images in
different types and sizes; (b) human face images with varying lighting, facial expressions and fa-
cial details. The results we found are (a) IPU could recognize simple pattern images and human
face image in poor quality with very high recognition rate; (b) IPU could handle multi-class clas-
sifications in human face recognition, where we could achieve 93.45%±1.44 recognition rate for
5/5 training/testing, comparable to the state-of-the-art algorithms on images with VIV; (c) Demon-
strate the impact of LDPC codes with large minimum girth to the recognition results. All of them
indicate a potential new research direction for future understanding of both GPRAM systems and
human visual systems. (Chapter 4)
(4) Propose a method and derive formulas to optimize signal constellations, decision regions, and
symbol error rates for M-ary PSK, M-ary DPSK, and dual-ring QAM signaling with non-equal
symbol probabilities over AWGN channels. Specifically, it is shown numerically the approximate-
ly optimal dual-ring QAM system with non-equal symbol probabilities leads to performance gain
around 2.8 dB comparing conventional systems. Even though the communication systems are used
as the testing environment, clearly, it demonstrates the possibility of extending current communi-
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter, we review the related work in the literature for GPRAM, low-resolution facial
image recognition, error control coding regarding LDPC codes, and digital modulation schemes in
communication theory.
GPRAM and Low-resolution Human Face Recognition
Human brain is created as an intelligent system that integrates various types of sensor information
and processes them intelligently. Human brain is capable of executing functions such as intelli-
gence, reasoning and abstract thought in general purpose [25][26][27]. According to one theory,
intelligence begins to emerge [28] [29]. From the 1940s, researchers start attempting to understand
the strategies the biological system employs, then eventually translate them into machine-based al-
gorithms. Modern computer is developed to handle computational tasks which human brains are
not capable of performing with precision and speed [30]. Visionary thoughts from Turing [1] and
von Neumann [3] laid the foundation in terms of mathematical principle and engineering structure.
During the same period, Shannon laid the foundation of the mathematical measurement of infor-
mation [4]. Over the last sixty years, telecom engineers have learned how to achieve Shannon limit
using coding and detection theory. During the process, researchers have accumulated a wealth of
knowledge on how to preserve, transmit, and detect information. Recent publication in [5] [6]
generated seven key lessons the author learned in the error control codings, which are listed below
1. There exists some good randomly constructed long codes, which could approach the Shan-
non limit [31].
2. As long as the Tanner graphs have few small loops, the derived randomly constructed codes
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are near optimal [32].
3. Information could be collected and passed around between sub-graphs at low complexity
[32][33].
4. Decoding process could be implemented iteratively and could be robust in the iterations to
noises and errors [33].
5. In [34], researchers discovered the the connections between iterative decoding and Pearl’s
belief algorithm [35], as the key tool to process information for Bayesian networks.
6. Neurons and iterative decoding share a similar way of functioning: repetition, random per-
mutation, and non-linear operation [36].
7. Low resolution graph representation and iterative decoding could unify some algorithms and
signal processing schemes such as Fourier transform and Kalman filtering problems [37].
Could the best known information transmission/reception mechanism help us to understand intel-
ligent information representation and processing in a biological brain? To answer this question,
researchers have spent a considerable amount of time to understand long codes [38], codes on
graphs [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] and large scale random ad-hoc networks [44]. They also learned a
few lessons from life science, which were summarized in Part 2 [6]. Lei Wei et.al have tried many
systems [20][21][22], and finally established GPRAM system in [5] [6].
Face recognition algorithms normally contains two major parts, face detection and face identifica-
tion [45]. Several major human face recognition techniques are reviewed as follows. In the method
of eigenfaces in [46] [47] [48] , authors introduced principal component analysis to efficiently rep-
resent pictures of faces. And motivated by the technique of Kirby and Sirovich, [49] employed
eigenfaces. [49] [50] proposed new methods working on eigenface to eigenfeatures correspond-
ing to face components, such as eyes, noses and mouth. Substantial related work in multimodle
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biometrics are recorded in [51] and [52]. The neural network could also help us recognize face
images due to its non linearity. Multilayer perceptron [53] and convolutional neural network [54]
have been proposed for face detection. [55] described a multi-resolution pyramid structure for face
verification. Other major face recognition methods such as Hidden Markov Models(HMMs) [56]
[57], geometrical feature matching [58] [59], template matching [60] [61] could also provide a
certain high degree of accuracy within a considerable computational time.
Specifically, with the development of mug shots searching, security monitoring and surveillance
system, low-resolution face recognition has become a popular topic. Low-resolution face recogni-
tion aims to recognize faces from small sizes or poor quality images with varying pose, illumina-
tion, expression, etc [62]. Many machine-learning basis recognition system have been developed.
For instance, Zhao et al. in [64] presented their system could recognize face images with a res-
olution of 24×21 pixels and even get better results on 19×17 pixels by using a combination of
PCA and LDA (linear discriminant Analysis). Lemieux et al. in [65] studied PCA system with
AR database, and observed that the minimal resolution of face size is about 21×16 pixels. Al-
so, Boom et al. in [66] investigated PCA and LDA system with FRGC database, and found the
minimal resolution of face size to be 32×32 pixels. It is only recently that a handful of authors
have started to address the problem of low-resolution face recognition with unconventional forms
of super-resolution (SR) [67]. SR algorithms have been investigated to increase the resolution of
face images so that higher resolution image will be better for recognition. This approach aim-
s to find the most similar face image from the face image subspace learned by the training face
images. These algorithms achieve recognition performance by using super-resolution information
and methods without the burden of producing a visually appealing super-resolved result[68] [69]
[70] [71]. It is worth mentioning that VIV is not considered nor applied in the studies above.
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Low-Density Parity Check Codes
Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes as a class of linear block codes, were first introduced
by Gallager in his thesis [72] [73] and was rarely considered in the following 20 years. Until
1981, Tanner proposed an extraordinary work [32] which generalized LDPC codes and introduced
a graphical representation of LDPC codes, which is currently called Tanner graphs. MacKay and
Neal [74] [75] continued Gallager’s work in the mid-1900’s, discovered the advantages of linear
block nodes which could process low density parity-check matrices. In this section we will provide
the fundamental representations of LDPC codes via parity-check matrices and Tanner graph.
The background of linear block codes is illustrated as follows. A block code is a code within k
bits input, n bits output. The code is designated as an (n, k) code. If the input is k bits, then there
are 2k distinct messages over the field GF(2). The n symbols of each message associated with
each input block is called a codeword. For the linear (n, k) block code, ”linear” means any linear
combination of any selection of codewords is also a codeword. In linear block codes, each group
of codes is associated with two matrices, named Generator Matrix (G matrix) and Parity Check
Matrix (H matrix).
There are several widely used examples of block nodes. One of them is Hamming code. Hamming
Code was proposed in 1947 by Dr. Hamming, who first introduced the idea of error-correcting
codes [76]. As a family of linear error-correcting codes, Hamming codes could detect up to two-
bit errors or correct one-bit errors without detection of uncorrected errors.
A low-density parity-check code is considered as a linear block code [36] for which the parity-
check matrix H has a low density of 1’s. Fig. 2.1 indicates a Tanner graph representation of LDPC
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codes, representing a 5× 10 parity check matrix H:
H =

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1

(2.1)
          





Figure 2.1: A Tanner Graph Representation for Example Code
There are two types of nodes in a Tanner graph which are variable nodes and check nodes. Check
node u is connected to variable node v whenever element hvu in H is 1. So there are m = n − k
check nodes, one for each check equation, and n variable nodes, one for each code bit ci. If a
variable node is constrained by a check node, there is an edge connecting these two nodes.
The codeword c is a binary column vector with length of n which satisfies the parity check equation
as:
Hx = 0 (2.2)
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We call the graph a regular LDPC code if the parity-check matrix contains exactly dc 1’s in each
column, exactly ds 1’s in each row, otherwise it is an irregular LDPC code. The low density means
that the number of 1’s in each row and column of H is small compared to the block length n [77].
Cycles refer to a finite set of connected edges which start and end at the same node, with the
restrictions that no node appears more than once [78]. In Fig. 2.1, there is a length of 6 cycles which
are specified by the bold edges. The girth represents the length of a smallest cycle in the graph.
We are interested in the short cycles, since they degrade the performance of the iterative decoding
algorithm used for LDPC codes [79]. Sum-product decoding, as known as belief propagation in
the AI community [77], will introduced in details in this dissertation.
Digital Modulation Schemes
In recent years, communication systems are widely used in the daily life. In video, audio or any
information in the form of electrical signal is turned as data then transferred between two or more
points [80]. Depending on the nature of the communication channel, data can suffer from one or
more channel impairments such as noise, attenuation, distortion, fading and interference. And our
goal is to reliably transmit these data to the destination by using the given channel. Therefore,
researchers are considering generating a signal which represents the binary data as well as match-
es the characteristics of the channel. The process of communication systems could deal with the
development of new encoding techniques, modulation techniques, possibilities for newer transmis-
sion channels and the demodulation and decoding techniques. The process of mapping a digital
sequence to signals for transmission over a communication channel is called digital modulation.
In digital communications, digital data is usually transmitted in the form of a stream of binary
data. There are various digital modulation schemes. The basic types of digital modulation scheme
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are Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK), Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) and Phase Shift Keying (PSK)
respectively [81][82][83]. In this dissertation, we focus on the PSK modulation, which derive
other modulation schemes as DPSK, QPSK and MPSK. In many literatures, digital communication
systems for band-limited channel such as optimized M -ary PSK, M -ary DPSK, dual-ring QAM
signaling with equiprobable symbols, and white, Gaussian noise channel have been well analyzed
[80][84]. The optimal signal, optimal constellation, and optimal receiver have been used widely in
practice.
Recently, researchers began to think of accommodating the practical needs of non-equiprobable
symbols [85] [86]. If the symbols produced by the source are not equiprobable, source coding is
applied to convert the source into equiprobable symbols first [80] [84], then applied to channel
coding to protect data. We shall call this conventional system. In the past, various issues related
to joint source and channel coding (JSCC) have been studied [87]. In practices, due to the sub-
optimality of the compression scheme, the bit stream often exhibits a certain amount of redundancy
[88] [89]. Furthermore, in wireless sensor network, sensor device may not be able to perform com-
plex source coding computation due to limitation in hardware and power consumption [90]. With
these redundancies, the symbol probabilities are not equal [91]. On the other side in the biological
systems, the information encompasses non-equal probabilities of occurrence for different symbols
(events) [92]. The training and learning behavior of human beings and animals in the nature would
be influenced by these non-equalprobable events, which attracts us focusing on the system with
non-equal probabilities.
Instead of using source coding, Korn et.al have considered to optimize the systems with non-
equiprobable symbols [93] [94], which have not been investigated until very recently largely due
to the difficulty of the problem and its solution. In [95] [96] serveral authors have investigated
non-uniform sources for various signaling format. Wei and Korn have extended the work of [93]
[94] to ASK/QAM [97] [98] and orthogonal/ bi-orthogonal signals [99]. Recently, exact evalua-
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tion for arbitrary 2-D modulaton and non-uniform signaling has been analyzed in [100], in which
signal constellation is given. However, for MPSK, MDPSK, and dual-ring QAM signals, it is still
unknown how to optimize signaling for non-equal probable symbol.
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CHAPTER 3: PROTOTYPE OF GENERAL PURPOSE
REPRESENTATION AND ASSOCIATE MACHINE
In this chapter, a prototype of GPRAM system is implemented by utilizing Hamming code and
short LDPC codes. Based on numerous experiments, the design principles of GPRAM system
are well demonstrated. Furthermore, types of learning processes are proposed to improve the
performance, which further exhibit the capability of GPRAM for handling multitasks. From the
results it is amazing to see many interesting features begin to merge and some of them may have
bio-implications which could be explored in the future.
Overview GPRAM and Design Principle
GPRAM, proposed in [5] tries to mimic certain functions in biological brains to represent the
outside world and make associations among these representations to solve general purpose prob-
lems. GPRAM system focuses on using a versatile approach with hierarchical representation and
association structures to do a quick and rough assessment on multitasks.
The whole information-processing system is divided into two parts: the first part is for rough and
quick estimates, which will decide what to do and how to do, and the second part is for completing
the task with precision and accuracy. GPRAM machine will mimic part of human brain and only
focus on quick and rough estimates and decisions, i.e., to carry out the first part of work, and the
conventional man-made machine is largely designed to carry out the second part of work, in which
scientific and mathematical tools play essential and important roles.
The design procedures for these two parts are very different. For building the conventional ma-
chine, each part of the machine should be precisely defined; then we assemble the parts into a
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machine that performs special tasks. We call this precision design approach. GPRAM uses a ver-
satile approach, which split into two stages: group design and individual specification. In group
designs, we focus on preserving common features in the group. In individual specification, sys-
tems will be narrowed down to focus more on some specific tasks. This dissertation only focuses
on the group design.
The definition of GPRAM system is illustrated as follows. Fig. 3.1 plots a block diagram of a
simple GPRAM example system using LDPC. This system has some sensor inputs (i.e., s1, s2),
some input/output actions (i.e., a1, a2), and some output actions (i.e., a3). In the conventional
system design, we wish to find a precise structure which is optimized for a specific task. For
example, how to design a system which achieves logic output of a3, given inputs s1, s2, a1, and a2,
specified in Table 3.1. Even for reconfigurable systems, we would like use the same hardware, but
reconfigure to different precise structure for different tasks.
 
                                                                             
                                     LDPC 
Sensors: s1s2 Action: a1a2 Action: a3 
Figure 3.1: Block Diagram of a Simple GPRAM System
In GPRAM, we are more interested in how to design rules and structures which will lead to a
group of ”good” systems, not one perfect system. This is because (a) GPRAM is a general purpose
system, which may need to perform other different tasks in future; (b) each system could land in
different structures and different representation format, which may also be good for other tasks; (c)
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it may need to perform many other internal/external functions throughout the process, for example,
updating or smoothing its structure.





s1 s2 a1 a2 a3 Switch
1 1 1 0 1 0 ON
2 1 0 0 1 1 ON
3 1 1 1 0 0 OFF
4 0 0 0 1 0 ON
5 0 0 1 0 0 OFF
Therefore the problem is narrowed down to a simple example using (7,4) Hamming code, which
is shown in Fig. 3.2. A Tanner graph is used here to represent the code, in which vs are variable
nodes and cs are check nodes. There is a special function unit, called the Switch, which will be
further introduced in the later sections.
 
Figure 3.2: A Simple Example of GPRAM System
Now the problem is specified as how to find good rules and structures to approximately implement
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the logics in Table 3.1.
Implementation of GPRAM
The entire process is divided into two stages: (a) to establish connections between vs and {s1,
s2, a1, a2, a3}; (b) to perform the task. In the following subsections, we will define rules to
make connections and operations. Each individual implementation of GPRAM is specified by its
connection pattern. Its behavior will also be determined by the connection pattern. We do expect
behavior differences among each individual.
Define Operations
Assume the smallest operation time unit as the iteration number, for example, each iteration re-
quires 1 ms.
Before any connections established between vs and {s1, s2, a1, a2, a3}, ulk = 2blk/σ22 are generated




k is an independent Gaussian
noise of zero mean and variance of σ22 = 1, and l is iteration number. The noises at iterations
are random and independent. Sum-product algorithm is implemented to update the message as


































where v(l)km is the LLR from the variable node k to the check node m, u
(l)
mk is the LLR from check
node m to the variable node k. dv and dc are the degrees of variable and check nodes, respectively.

















qk . After a number of iterations, (say Ia), we make a further process
based on comparison among c(l)k s and values of {s1, s2, ...} and a certain set of rules.
After the connections between {s1, s2, a1, a2, a3} and vs are established, for those nodes connected
to input signals {s1, s2, a1, a2}, ulk = 2blk/σ22 are generated as log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of






k = (2z − 1)B , z denotes the input logic, and finally
B is a constant (e.g., 5). For example, if s1 is connected to v5 and sl1 = 0, then b
l
5 = −B + nl5.
The remaining operation is identical to those in (1) and (2). The output value of a3 at iteration l is
equal to clk , where a3 is connected to vk.
Define Connection Rules
Types of rules, each with different characteristics, can be used to make connections. Here, we
present one of them. We split the connection stage into three steps. At the first step, we make
connections of s1, s2; then a1, a2; finally a3.
Step 1: Initialize the system by setting all vkm and umk to zero. Pick up Task 1, so s1s2 =11. Since
no connection has been established, we have blk = n
l
k for k=1,... ,7. We update b
l
k according to
4.1 and 4.2 for each iteration. After 30 iterations, we get a 30 by 7 table of clk. Each column is
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corresponding to one variable node. We count the numbers of ”1” in each column, and connect
s1s2 to two columns with largest numbers of ”1” in the table, i.e., two locations of variable nodes
where s1,s2 connect. In one individual system, s1s2 has connected to v1v2, which is illustrated on
the blue broken line in Fig. 3.3.
 
Figure 3.3: Connections of One Individual GPRAM System
Step 2: In this step, a1a2 will connect to another two variable nodes. Firstly, we initialize the
system by setting all vkm and umk to zero, but maintain the connections established in Step 1. In
Table 3.1, when Task 1 is selected, s1s2a1a2=1101. Now, we have blk = B + n
l
k for two variable
nodes connected to s1s2, and blk = n
l
k for the remaining variable nodes. Again, run for 30 iterations
and generate a 30 by 7 table of clk. Within the remaining 5 unconnected variable nodes, we connect
a1 to the column which has the most of ”0”; and a2 to the column which has the most of ”1”.
Again, one GPRAM connects a1 to v6 and a2 to v7 as illustrated in Fig. 3.3.
Step 3: In this step, a3 will connect to one variable node selected from the remaining unconnected
nodes. Firstly, we initialize the system by setting all vkm and umk to zero, but maintain the connec-
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tions established in Step 1 and Step 2. This time, instead of inputting one task (in Step 1 and Step
2), we input two tasks. That is, during the first 10 iterations, we have {s1,s2,a1,a2,a3}={1,1,0,1,0}
(Task 1), and then switch to {s1,s2,a1,a2,a3}={1,0,0,1,1} (Task 2) for the next 20 iterations. We
have blk = (2z
l
k − 1)B + nlk for four variable nodes connected to s1s2, a1,a2, blk = nlk for the
remaining three variable nodes. After the overall 30 iterations, we generate a 30 by 7 table of clk
. Within the remaining 3 unconnected variable nodes, we connect a3 to the column which has
the largest number of iterations that a3 is equal to clk . Again, one GPRAM connects a3 to v5 as
illustrated in Fig. 3.3.
Therefore, {s1,s2,a1,a2,a3} has all successfully connected to the variable nodes. So during each
trial, messages (i.e., some forms of a posterior probability) are passing between variable nodes and
check nodes many times. Furthermore, due to the noise, {s1,s2,a1,a2} will connect to different
locations. For those unused variable nodes, they are free to connect other sensors or action nodes
in future at this stage.
Perform the Task Using Hamming (7,4) code
In the last part, GPRAM has made connections based on Tasks 1 and 2, which are trained tasks
and others are untrained tasks. In this part we want to verify that for the trained tasks, GPRAM
has a high probability playing the same action agreed with Table 3.1. After connections, {s1, s2,
a1, a2} will be set to different values separately according to tasks in Table I. Firstly, we initialize
the system by setting all vkm and umk to zero. Pick up Task 1, where {s1, s2, a1, a2}={1, 1, 0, 1}.
Now we have blk = (2z
l
k − 1)B + nlk for four variable nodes connected to s1s2a1a2, and for the
remaining variable nodes. Again, in each trial, we run 30 iterations and generate a 30 by 7 table
of and we record the value of a3 in the last iteration. Then, we perform 100 trials and summarize
the probability of a3 = 0 or not in Task1. We run the same process for Tasks 2 to 5 and count the
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numbers of a3 = 1 or a3 = 0.
We do the same test for 50 different GPRAM connections. Based on the trained Tasks, we classify
all the connections into three typical kinds: good connection, middle connection and bad connec-
tion. Table 3.2 shows the typical examples of the three kinds. Here, we define a good connection
as 90% or more agreeing with the output of a3, a middle connection is 70%-90% and a bad con-
nection is 70% or below respectively (comparing rows 1 to 4 in Table 3.2). Regarding rows 5 to
10, since there is no training for these tasks, it is not surprised that a3 will be 0 or 1 randomly. For
some tasks, the sum of number of {s1, s2, a1, a2, 1} and {s1, s2, a1, a2, 0} is not equal to 100,
because during some trials, iterative decoding ( c30k s) does not converge to {s1, s2, a1, a2}. We
discard these trials.
Table 3.2: Examples for Three Typical Performance
s1s2a1a2 a3 Good (>90%) Middle(70% - 90%) Bad (<70%)
1101
1 6 23 50
0 93 76 50
1001
1 98 70 37
0 2 27 60
1110
1 72 56 50
0 26 43 48
0001
1 4 54 52
0 95 45 44
0010
1 65 60 56
0 31 39 41
Perform the Task Using Other LDPC Codes
Now, let us use different LDPC codes, mainly by expanding the length of the code word. We use
two codes of rate equal to 1/2 with lengths of (8,4) and (10,5). The parity matrices are shown in
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Fig. 3.4. We also use randomly generated regular rate 1/2 (20,10) LDPC codes with (6,3) degrees
of variable and check nodes. We repeat those processes decribed in the last section for (8,4) and
(10,5) codes. For (20,10) codes, in each trail, we will randomly construct a code, but within the
trial, the code is fixed. Now, we focus on how many trials are in the ranges of good, middle, and















































Figure 3.4: Parity Check for (8, 4) and (10, 5) LDPC codes
In Fig. 3.5, the results show that for (7,4) Hamming code, it has 82% probability in the good
range, 12% in the middle range, and 6% in the bad range. When increasing the length of codes, it
becomes harder and harder to get a good code and a good connection. The probability of getting
good connections drops from 72% for (8,4) codes, to 34% for (10,5) codes, and to 0 for (20,10)
codes. Thus, the longer the code is, the more difficult to train the system to get good connections.
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Figure 3.5: Training Result for Random Codes
GPRAM System with Switch
As we can see from previous section, if we fixed the code word structure, those GPRAMs with bad
connections would not be able to improve its behavior. In bio-systems, it has been widely believed
that during the sleeping mode, the brain disconnects the sensor inputs and performs revision of
internal structures. Could we implement similar function in our prototype? In this section, we
present a solution to disconnect the sensor inputs. In our solution defined in the previous section,
we make hard decision for the decoding part (see (4.3)). Let us use three states to describe, 0 or 1,














where three-states to describe c(l)k , are 0 or 1, or X , and X denotes uncertain. After a number of
iterations, (say Ia), we make connections based on comparison among c
(l)
k s and values of {s1, s2,
a1, a2, a3} and a certain set of rules.
There are many reasons that the uncertain state is needed. Here we only focus on how to block
the sensor inputs. That is, no matter the values of [s1,s2,a1,a2], the system should converge to
uncertain states for most of c(l)k . In error control coding, particularly iterative decoding, we can
increase the noise density σ22 to achieve this switch function. That is, during the OFF state, we
increase noise power to bring the system into this uncertain state, so the sensor input would be
blocked at this layer.
Perform the Task Using Hamming (7,4) code
We follow the same procedures described in the previous section but without Switch Unit to con-
struct the processing system. After adding the switch and making connection, {s1, s2, a1, a2} will
be set to different value separately according to tasks in Table 3.1. First, we initialize the system
by setting all vkm and umk to zero. Pick up Task 1, where {s1, s2, a1, a2}={1,1,0,1}. Again, in
each trial, we run 30 iterations and generate a 30 x 7 table of and we record the value of a3 in the
last iteration. Then, we perform 100 trials and summarize the probability of a3=0 or not in Task
1. We run the same process for Tasks 2 to 5 and count the numbers of a3 = 1 or a3 = 0. When
a1a2=01 (machine in ON state), we can inject the light noises (σ2on = 1 ) as n
l
k ; when a1a2=10
(machine in OFF state) heavy noises (σ2off = 4) could push the machine into the uncertain state.
We do the same test for 50 different GPRAM connections. Based on the trained tasks, we classify
all the connections into three typical kinds, good connection (defined as 90% or more agreeing
with the output of a3), middle connection (70% to 90%), bad connection (70% or less). Among
the 50 different GPRAM connection trials, many of them fail to make valid connection due to
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state X. We leave these sets in the bad connection category. Even through it established a valid
connection, during operation iterative decoding (c30k s) may not converge to {s1, s2, a1, a2} and we
have to discard these trials. For some tasks, the sum of numbers of {s1, s2, a1, a2, 1}, {s1, s2, a1,
a2, 0} and {s1, s2, a1, a2, X} is not equal to 100. Table 3.3 shows three typical examples. For {s1,
s2, a1, a2}={1, 1, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 0}, we can see most of 100 trials have been discarded. For {s1,
s2, a1, a2}={0, 0, 0, 1}, since there is no training for this task, it is not surprising that a3 will be 0
or X or 1 randomly (case by case).
Table 3.3: Three Typical Cases for Three-states
s1s2a1a2 a3 Good (>90%) Middle(70% - 90%) Bad (<70%)
1101
1 0 0 12
X 5 11 23
0 93 76 50
1001
1 98 70 37
X 2 5 23
0 2 27 60
1110
1 72 56 50
X 1 8 1
0 26 43 48
0001
1 4 54 52
X 3 14 32
0 95 45 44
0010
1 65 60 56
X 7 12 2
0 31 39 41
Perform the Task Using Other Codes
Now, let us use different LDPC codes, mainly by expanding the length of the code word. We use
two codes of rate equal to 1/2 with lengths of (8,4) and (10,5) (see [8]). We also use randomly
generated regular rate 1/2 (20,10) LDPC codes with (6,3) degrees of variable and check nodes. We
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repeat those processes for (8,4) and (10,5) codes. For (20,10) codes, in each trial, we will randomly
construct a code, but within the trial, the code is fixed. In Fig. 3.6, we focus on how many trials are
in the good, middle, and bad connections, comparing with the results using (7,4) Hamming code.
Comparing Fig. 3.6 with Fig. 3.5, we can see the results for long codes are far worse. The rest of






























Figure 3.6: Training Results for Different Codes Considering Three-state
Improvement in Connections and Operations
During the learning steps in the previous section, since only input of signal is the noise (no connec-
tion in Step 1 and two connections in Step 2), the values of clk are almost always at state X . So, the
modification in connection Steps 1-3 is (a) to generate 2000 by 7 table of xlk (b) to connect to the
column which has the largest difference between the numbers of ”1” and ”0”. For example, s1=1,
so it computes the difference between the numbers of ”1” and ”0” for each column and connects
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to the one with the largest difference.
Up to now, we only focused on the result at 30th iteration. With the uncertain state, the decoder
could switch between 0 and X (often), or 1 and X (often), or 0 and 1 (rarely). In order to handle
these uncertainties, the modification in operation uses the following averaging methods. Let us
define an intermediate variable hlk by replacing c
l
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1 vlk ≥ 3
X −3 < vlk < 3
0 vlk ≤ −3
(3.6)
We can see the decision of 0 or 1 depend on a rule book and a window size of K {hlk} s. Now, let
us define a rule books (RB). RB: K=30, we will make a decision of 0 or 1, if in the window of
{hlk}s there are more than T of 0 or 1, respectively. For example, if within 30 times of {hlk} s there
are 18 of 0, 2 of 1, and 10 of X , then we will make a decision of 0 (say T=15); if within 30 times
of {hlk}s there are 14 of 0, 6 of 1, and 10 of X , then we will make a decision of X (say T=15).
Now, we can repeat what we did in the last Section.
From the results in Table 3.4 and Fig. 3.7, we can see that (a) switch off-state has been com-
pletely shut off; (b) dramatically improves the learning using short code, but for long codes, the
effectiveness is still not very good.
This is due to two problems: (i) for long codes, it is hard to converge to a valid codeword when it
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starts; (ii) if one input connects to one variable node, 4 inputs can only control 4 out of 20 variable
nodes. In the next section, we will improve this using multiple connection and perfect codewords.
Table 3.4: Three Typical Cases for RB
s1s2a1a2 a3 Good (>90%) Middle(70% - 90%) Bad (<70%)
1101
1 0 0 0
X 0 19 32
0 100 81 68
1001
1 100 60 67
X 0 40 33
0 0 0 0
1110
1 0 0 0
X 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0001
1 100 0 0
X 0 31 50
0 0 69 50
0010
1 0 0 0
X 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
Improvement in Learning Using Perfect Codeword
From Fig. 3.7, we could summarize for long codes, such as (20,10) LDPC codes, it becomes
more difficult to get good connection. This is largely due to two limitations, (a) during the initial
step (i.e., Step 1), decoded clk may not form a valid codeword; (b) after connection, since we only
allow one input to connect one variable node, only small fractional variable nodes are controlled
by inputs. So, we can introduce mechanisms to overcome these limitations. We propose learning
procedures using Perfect Codewords and with Multiple Connection (PCMC) for two tasks first,






























Figure 3.7: Training Results for Different Codes Using RB
Two-task Learning Using Perfect Codeword and Multiple Connection
In Step 1, instead of generating clks, we randomly pick up two codewords generated from LDPC
codes. For example, two codewords of a (20,10) code are u1=[00000100110100111100];u2=[00000
101010111000011]. Then according to Task1 s1s2a1a2a3=[11010], Task2 s1s2a1a2a3=[10011] in
, we make s1s2a1a2a3 separately connect to multiple variable nodes based on each column of
these two codeword. So in our example s1(11) will connect to [v6,v10], s2(10) will connect to
[v9, v15, v16, v17, v18], a1(00) will connect to [v1, v2, v3, v4, v5, v7, v11], a2(11) will connect to [v12],
and a3(01) will connect to [v8, v13,v14,v19,v20].
After connection, we repeat using RB. Then, we implement the whole process for 50 times by
randomly choosing two different codewords every time. The results are presented in Table 3.5 and
Fig. 3.8 , which show dramatically improvement in learning for (20,10) and (40,20) LDPC codes.
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Table 3.5: Example of (20,10) LDPC Codes Using PCMC in Two Tasks






































bad connection middle connection good connection
(20,10)LDPC code (40,20)LDPC code
Figure 3.8: Training Results for Different Codes Using PCMC in Two Tasks Training
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Table 3.6: Example of (20, 10) LDPC Codes Using PCMC in Three Tasks
s1s2a1a2 a3 Good (>90%) Middle(70% - 90%) Bad (<70%)
1101
1 0 0 0
X 0 0 27
0 100 91 33
1001
1 100 87 41
X 0 0 32
0 0 0 0
1110
1 2 0 0
X 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0001
1 0 0 0
X 0 0 100
0 100 0 0
0010
1 3 81 0
X 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
Three-task Learning Using Perfect Codeword and Multiple Connection
Our ultimate goal for GPRAM is to learn multi-tasks, not limited to two tasks. In our consideration,
one way to implement it is to randomly choose three different codewords, and make multiple con-
nections based on each column of these three codewords (five patterns, s1(110), s2(100), a1(000),
a2(111), a3(010)). In fact, due to the limitation of multi-tasks, variable nodes are not totally con-
nected. Then we repeat what we did in the previous subsection to obtain. From Table 3.6 and Fig.
3.9 , it is clear to see more than 90% of system can fall back to bad connection, because very few
variable nodes satisfy the above five patterns.
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Improvement in Multitask Learning Using Progressive Learning
In this section, a progressive learning method is introduced to improve multitask learning results
(PLMT).
Since progressive learning requires large code space, here only (40,20) LDPC codes are evaluated.
For (40,20) codes, the first 20 bits are systematic (or message) bits. Once these 20 bits are defined,
then we can generate the rest of 20 parity bits.
The progressive learning method is given as follow. At first, two codewords are randomly picked
and connections are made in the message bits for the first two tasks (task 1 and task 2). Then, the
message bits of the third codeword is generated based on the established connections and the new
task (task 4). Finally, we generate parity bits for all three codewords and search for variable nodes
which satisfy five patterns to make connection. Table 3.7 and Fig. 3.10 presents the dramatically
improvement for multitasks.
Summary
In this chapter, we build GPRAM prototype by utilizing Hamming code and simple LDPC codes.
First of all, we briefly overview GPRAM system and its design principles. Based on our numerous
experiments, the design principles of GPRAM system has been demonstrated. Moreover, types
of learning processes have been proposed, which address the challenge from the perspective of
long codes. Their excellent improvements further prove the capability of GPRAM for handling
multitasks.
From the results, it is amazing to see many interesting features begin to merge and some of them
may have bio-implications which need to be explored further. Our ultimate goal is to build a robot-
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like system which can display behaviors similar to some small animals. Once we reach this stage,
then the system can be used as a test dummy to develop, evaluate, and furthermore improve our



















bad connection middle connection good connection
(20,10)LDPC code (40,20)LDPC code
Figure 3.9: Training Results for Different Codes Using PCMC in Three Tasks Training
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Table 3.7: Example of (40,20) LDPC Codes Using PLMT































bad connection middle connection good connection
(40,20)LDPC code
Figure 3.10: Training Result for Different Codes Using PLMT in Three Tasks Training
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CHAPTER 4: IMAGE PROCESSING UNIT FOR GPRAM FOR
RECOGNIZING LOW-RESOLUTION FACE IMAGES WITH VISUAL
INFORMATION VARIABILITY
In the last chapter, we introduced GPRAM concept and implemented GPRAM using simple (7,4)
Hamming code and LDPC codes. Meanwhile in [24], we demonstrated that IPU/GPRAM can
recognize low-resolution digits (28-by-28 pixels) with visual information variability (VIV) such
as point spread, fixation movement, orientation rotation and Gaussian noises. Immediately our
attention has shifted toward the first significant milestone, i.e., to see whether our IPU unit can
recognize low-resolution facial images with VIV. Again, if not, we then do not need to progress
further. This chapter is going to present our IPU can deliver results very close to the best known ma-
chine recognizing low-resolution facial images capability, despite of realistic VIV. Keep in mind,
the state-of-the-art methods recorded in literature are largely absence of VIV. Compared with the
outstanding face recognition of human visual system, there are still notifiable difference. Our
work even though may inspire others to continue constructing the hierarchical IPU for GPRAM,
ultimately building GPRAM.
Define Structure of IPU
The original idea employed in this section can be tracked back to our previous work in 2005 [22].
In this section, we articulate IPU/GPRAM structure and establish a testable platform used in the
application of face recognition.
In Fig. 4.1, we illustrate a block diagram of the image processing unit for GPRAM prototype.
As illustrated in Fig. 4.1, each pixel in any given picture directly connects to each photo-sensor
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unit(say, s1, s2, ...). Therefore, an image with K-pixels could be represented by K sensor units.
In general, each pixel is firstly specified by an integer from 0 to 255 then further scaled down and
normalized into a range of [0, 1] by dividing by 255. For simplicity, in our illustration we start



































Figure 4.1: Structure of IPU for GPRAM for One Frame
It is shown in Fig. 4.1, each pixel in an image with dimensions of I by J could be represented by
s(i,j) or sk which locates at the i-th row j-th column and k = (i − 1) ∗ I + j. Furthermore, after
going through VIV and power scaling methods (will be discussed in Section 5), K sensor units
will enter into the following unit blocks as: (1) a LDPC matrix model, (2) an iterative sum-product
decoding unit, (3) a switch (4) a scaling unit and (5) a comparison decision unit. Specifically, as
shown in Fig .4.1, a switch is firstly operated at position 1 to compute a template for K sensors as
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either measured probabilities of variable nodes or log-likelihood ratio (LLR). Then the switch will
be operated at position 2, using templates and decoding results to make comparison computation.
The dashed box in Fig. 4.1 indicates we are able to remove LDPC codes or not by comparison.
The method to converting sensor inputs to variable node inputs is defined as follows. When without
variabilities like VIV and power scaling methods, i.e., γk = sk, for binary images, we map black
to 0 and white to 1 at pixel k, i.e., sk = {0, 1}. Then we map them into {-1, 1}, respectively, and
add AWGN noise to generate inputs to variable nodes of LDPC code. We have b(l)k = n
(l)
k if the




k = −1 + n
(l)
k if the
node k connects to a sensor input (say s) and the input value is 1 or 0 (i.e., s = 1 or 0) respectively.
n
(l)
k is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance of σ
2
a1, and (l) is the iteration
number. Each iteration uses one frame of information, so l-th iteration experiences the l-th frame.




a2 as log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of the variable node k. And for the purposes
of robustness [101], σa2 > σa1. The noises at each iteration are random and independent. More
importantly, when we extend to images with VIV, energies need to be scaled, which will be shown
































where v(l)km is the LLR from the variable node k to the check node m, u
(l)
mk is the LLR from check
node m to the variable node k. dv and dc are the degrees of variable and check nodes, respectively.
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qk . After a number of iterations, (say Ia), we make a further process
based on comparison among c(l)k s and values of {s1, s2, ...} and a certain set of rules.
The above process follows GPRAM principles. Here we outline several aspects.
(1) Why do we insert noises into clear pictures? From the point view of GPRAM design, GPRAM
system does not view clear picture as a clear picture, but as a noise corrupted sample of internal rep-
resented known picture (or previous experienced picture). As soon as GPRAM system converges
to previous experienced internal represented picture, it can make association with many previous
experiences as well. For example, as we will see in the next section, after we present 1000 noise
corrupted samples of a circle patch to this IPU/GPRAM system, it builds its association between
the patch and c(30)739 = 1. This association link is established for all possible noisy samples which
produce c(30)739 = 1 in iterative decoding, not just 1000 experienced samples. Therefore, in future,
if the image has the property of c(30)739 = 1 after convergence, it is known that IPU system has seen
one of more than thousands of noise corrupted samples associated to the patch.
(2) Why do we use independent Gaussian noise for each iteration? In traditional communication
system, the noise for each variable input is fixed, since decision statistics is fixed. When IPU pro-
cesses video information, we continuously take input from each pixel which is corrupted by noise
processes. Furthermore, in bio-visual systems, the internal noise exists in many visual processing
neural layers. For simplicity, we assume the noise is white and independent in this dissertation. In
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future, we will relax it to dependant noise.
(3) Why do we use two different variances in adding the noise (i.e., σ2a1) and in LLR computation
(i.e., σ2a2)? In conventional communication systems, noise variance can be estimated at the receiver
and then be used to perform iterative decoding. However, in real operation of IPU, the variance
could vary at a wide range and estimation may be complicated. So in this dissertation, we would
like to find a fixed value of σ2a2 which provides near optimal decoding for a wide range of σ
2
a1. In
the next section, we will show how to select these two noise variance values.
(4) Why do we limit maximum value of LLR to 1e5? That is, the probabilities of the node in any
state are no more accurate than 99.999%. In GPRAM, we should never compare its accuracy, but
possible variation capability. During normal operation, each mode may only work at about 60% -
90% accuracy, not 99.9% accuracy as we see in communication system. But in this dissertation, we
still need to compare with existing objects and face recognition algorithms. Therefore, we select,
1e5, which allows us to compare up to about 0.1% accuracy.
Even though, the design principles of GPRAM are very different from the machine people build
today. Current LDPC codes/decoding, electronic computation and components are not the best
choice to build GPRAM system. Our simple setting in this dissertation enables us to seek what
this theory can lead us to achieve.
Understanding IPU Using Simple Images
In this section, we will introduce bit convergence and its functions in pattern recognitions. We
start our journey from studying a few simple binary images. At first, we consider the function
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of bit convergence in one image. Next, differentiating a group of images in the same shapes but
in different sizes is presented. Finally, we differentiate images in different shapes and different
sizes. In Fig. 4.1, simple images illustrated in this section are processed following the first two
unit blocks of IPU , i.e., (1) a LDPC code, (2) an iterative sum-product decoding unit without
implementing VIV and power scaling methods. For the remaining three unit blocks in Fig. 4.1, we
will further discuss after introducing VIV and power scaling methods in the following sections.
Bit Convergence
A straightforward example for understanding IPU is illustrated as follows. A black/white circle
patch with 32-by-32 pixels is selected. Each black pixel takes value of 0 and white for 1. We
randomly generate a (6,3) LDPC codes with 1024 (32 × 32) variable nodes and 512 check nodes,
i.e., the parity check matrix H with 512 rows and 1024 columns. Each row contains six ”1” and
each column contains three ”1”, while the rest elements are all ”0”.
Using Gaussian elimination method, we can obtain a generator matrix G=[P, I] and GHT=0 using
modulo two addition, where I is 512 by 512 identity matrix, P is 512 by 512 parity check portion
of matrix, and superposition T denotes matrix transpose. Therefore the first 512 variable bits are
parity check bits and the last 512 variable bits are systematic (or called message in error control
coding) bits. If we get G1=[I, P1], then the first 512 variable bits become systematic bits and the
last variable bits become parity check bits. If we permute columns, we can make any 512 variable
bits as systematic bits and the rest as parity check bits. Given a vector (m) of 1 by 512 message
bits, we obtain the code-word of 1024 bits as C=mG.
Now, each variable node of H links to a pixel of the circle patch, from top left to bottom right,
mapping pixel {(1,1)... (32,32)} to variable nodes {1, ..., 1024}. We input the original perfect
image in black and white color, convert black pixels to -1 and white pixels to 1, and then add
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AWGN n(l)k s of zero mean and variance σa1 of 0.6 to each pixel. Then sum-product algorithm is
applied for decoding within 30 iterations each trial implemented. After decoding, it is clear to see
some connections between each bit. For instance, in Fig. 4.2, we illustrate a variable node (i.e.,
#739 bit) and its first tier 15 connected variable nodes (i.e., #36, #364, #469, #564, #809; #124,
#416, #507, #724, #994; #65, #358, #457, #665, #787) via 3 check nodes. And from the tanner
graph presented in Fig. 4.2, we can see the code structure of #739 bit, which links to 3 check
nodes, then 15 variable nodes (called the first tier), then to 45 check nodes, then to 225 variable
nodes (called the second tier). As we carefully check each set of nodes after 30 iterations, all the
three sets in the first tier satisfy the parity check constraints. However, in the second tier, about
half of 45 sets satisfy constraints and another half do not.
Keep in mind, at initial stage, IPU has no experience at all on visual inputs. So, we choose a
randomly constructed (6,3) LDPC code. In the code, the constraints are all XOR logic operations
and each is connected to 6 variable nodes. In future, we will include many other logic operations
since the constraints imposed in variable nodes may simply follow other logics such as AND,
OR, etc.. One of the key functions in IPU at this stage is to quickly identify pattern which IPU
has experienced. In the other words, as soon as a pattern is input into the system, it has some
mechanism to indicate the presence of pattern. One of the simplest ways to perform identification
is to have an indication bit, just like the 739-th bit.
Now let us describe how to find these essential bits.
Simple Examples for Differentiating Circle Images
In this subsection, we first introduce the concept of survived positions and then evaluate how these
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Figure 4.2: Illustration in the Circle Image and in Tanner Graph Structure for the First Tier Con-
nections of the 739-th Position
In each trial, we load one of 16 images (illustrated in Fig. 4.3) into IPU and at the first iteration
we reset the likelihood of each node to zero, i.e., v(l)km = 0 in (4.1). We then run the sum-product
algorithm for 30 iterations. In general, after a number of iterations, the output values of c(l)k in
(4.3) become stable. Then we count how many times of c(l)k are ”1” or ”0” in the last ten iterations.
A threshold Q1 is set up here. If Σ30l=21c
(l)
k ≥ Q1, we then know IPU has Q1 times of decision
”1” and 1 - Q1 times of decision ”0”. If Q1 is selected as a number close to 10, then we know
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whether the decision at this position is stable or not. For example, let Q1 be 9, then the decision
position converges to ”1” (or ”0”) 9 times if Σ30l=21c
(l)
k ≥ Q1 (or Σ30l=21clk ≤ 10 − Q1). So we can
group these stable positions in the set {dn} where Σ30l=21c
(l)
k=n ≥ Q1 or Σ30l=21c
(l)
k=n ≤ 1 − Q1. And
the corresponding decision value ”1”s and ”0”s can be labeled as {Vdn}, where dn lists the stable
positions.
 
Figure 4.3: Four Sets of 16 Testing Figures
In either way, {dn} and {Vdn} are stable for this trial. Then a large scale experiments are executed.
100 trials are repeated for one specific image and a few survived positions which are stable Q2
times out of 100 trials have been figured out.
In Table 4.1(a), we evaluate number of survived positions for Image A with various values of σa1
and σa2 at Q1 = 9 and Q2 = 90. Q1 = 9 and Q2 = 90 has been chosen because we focus on 70%
accuracy of pattern recognition and for the worst case, we still have 810 correct decisions out of a
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total of 1000 decisions (100 trials, each with 10 decisions). The result shows that the number of
survived positions could vary from none to almost all 1024 variable nodes. At one end, we need
to avoid too few survived positions, since without those positions, we would not be able to build a
pattern recognition device. On the other end, we also need to avoid too many survived positions
due to complexity to sort it out. However, we should be aware that this is caused by the hard
decision with the threshold value of Q1 and Q2 . In the real systems, we can describe survived
condition as soft probabilities. That is, all positions can contribute to recognition, each based on a
weight associated to likelihood of stability. In Section 5, we will work on this extension. Now we
continue our journey with hard threshold of Q1 and Q2.
We repeat the aforementioned procedure for Images A, B, C, D at Q1 = 9, Q2 = 90, σa1 = 0.6,
σa2 = 1. The numbers of survived positions are 306, 379, 477 and 365 for Images A, B, C and
D, respectively (For Image A, in this run we get 306 which is slightly different from 304 in Table
4.1(a) because of simulation is an estimate of true value). Out of these positions, we identify 8
common positions, which are {positions k (ck value)} ={36(1), 155(1), 459(0), 502(0), 739(1),
899(1), 966(1), 1017(1)}. These common survived positions could be the base to build variation
invariance pattern recognition capability. That is, we could recognize the circle pattern regardless
of size (Images A, B, C) and distortion (Images B, D). Table 4.1(b) presents the common survived
positions for Image A to D when adjusting the value of σa1 and σa2. Our interest will be in those
common survived positions of which the amount are not too few, nor too many common.
Of course, we are not only interested in the common survived positions, but also in those survived
positions which are different from each other; not only interested in the total four images in one
group, but also in any subset of four images. For example, given Images B and D, at σa1 = 0.6,
σa2 = 1.0, there are 191 common survived positions, and the rest positions are survived positions
in difference(i.e., for B we have 379 - 191 = 188; and for D we have 365 - 191 = 174). With
these different positions, IPU could construct detectors to differentiate B and D. Given Images
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A, B and D, there are 49 common positions. Compare these common positions of A, B and
D, with the survived position of C, 8 of them are identified in common, and the rest of 469 in
C are different. With these common and different survived positions, detector could be built to
differentiate whether the input image is C or one from the subset {A, B, D}.
There are infinite ways to expand the possible combinations of subset of images. The key task of
IPU is to have these ready before the task is specified, so it will be ready for any possible variation
of specified tasks. Furthermore, when noise power in IPU is high, it can establish solution for easy
task first (for example differentiate B and D may carry out at high noise power environment since
it does not need 191 common positions). Later on, when the noise power is reduced, IPU could
work on more challenging tasks.
Specifically, several tasks regarding differentiating different circle images are set up as follows.
Task 1: Differentiation Between Images {B, D} and Null Image
Before differentiating Images B and D, first of all, we need to clarify if the test image is the image
with pattern or null image. Here null image is defined as no image but all noise inputs. According
to our result, there are none survived positions for null image, while 24 concentrated common
survived positions with 24 particular bit values exist for Images {B, D} when σa1 = 0.7, σa2 =
1.0 (variance is increased since it is necessary to avoid redundant common survived positions).
Under this case, our Detector I is designed as follows: At beginning, one image from {B, D, null
image} is randomly picked up then it is passed to IPU to process 30 iterations. As mentioned
before, for each candidate Image X , we are able to obtain {dnX} and {VdnX}. If more than Q3
out of 24 survived positions fall in {dnX} and also match the values in {VdnX}, Detector I will
recognize Image X belongs to the subset {B, D}, otherwise it will be identified as null image. If
the final decision matches with the input, then the system makes a right decision, otherwise error
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counts. Here Q3 is set up as 70%. After applying Detector I for a total of 3000 trials with equally
distributed for Images B, D and null image, we obtain an error rate as 0.067%.
Table 4.1: Number of Survived Positions for Different Cases
(a) Number of Survived Positions for Images A with the Variations of σa1 and σa2
σa2
σa1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1
1.0 0 2 58 304 566 798 904 978 1018
0.9 0 1 55 234 460 657 801 897 972
0.8 0 0 21 152 363 556 702 800 913
0.7 0 0 9 101 255 437 597 720 839
0.6 0 0 1 58 178 348 492 619 737
0.5 0 0 0 42 134 278 424 540 640
0.4 0 0 0 22 111 232 377 478 579
0.3 0 0 0 18 107 207 339 447 537
0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(b) Number of Common Survived Positions for Images A to D with the Variations of
σa1 and σa2
σa2
σa1 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1
1 0 8 70 167 255 322 379
0.9 0 7 38 100 171 244 314
0.8 0 3 12 56 106 174 254
0.7 0 0 6 24 71 121 172
0.6 0 0 3 13 39 78 119
0.5 0 0 2 6 18 53 86
0.4 0 0 0 5 12 41 57
0.3 0 0 0 3 10 25 50
Task 2: Differentiation Between Image B and D
At high noise σa1 = 0.7, σa2 = 1.0, there are overall 22 common positions survived for Images
B and D. Image B has 68 and Image D has 65 different individual survived positions respectively.
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Therefore, Detector II is designed as follows: Like Detector I, once a candidate image X is chosen
from B or D then it will be passed into IPU to process 30 iterations. After generating {dnX} and
{VdnX}, we are able to calculate ratio RB and RD as the percentage of 68 positions from Image B
and the percentage of 65 positions from Image D fall in {dnx} and also match the values in {Vdnx}.
If RB > RD, Image X will be detected as Image B, otherwise Image D. The result displays the
error differentiation rate is 0.15% based on 1000 trials of B and 1000 trials of D respectively.
Task 3: Differentiation Between Images {A, B, C, D} and Null Image
In the test, the number of survived positions for {A, B, C, D} is 14 and there are none survived
positions for images with all noise. Here Detector I is employed, and Q3 = 70% is initialized.
Finally we obtain the error differentiation rate 0.28%.
Task 4: Differentiation Between Images {A, B, D} and Image C
We employ Detector II, repeat the procedures described in Task 2 and finally get the error differ-
entiation rate 0.0%.
Simple Examples for Differentiating Patterns in Different Shapes and Sizes
Now let us increase the number of images from one group of 4 images, to four groups of a total 16
images. Besides the circles, the rest three groups of shapes are squares, faces, and randomly se-
lected patterns. The corresponding detectors are able to be constructed based on survived positions
to indicate which group the input image belongs to, or even further, which image it is. Of course,
when we sort out these bit positions, we are caring more about how our IPU system handle the task
which is not what we have considered during the design phase, for example, could our IPU quickly
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differentiate small size images (Image C, G, K, O) from the rest. In other words, how quickly IPU
could construct a detector to recognize a group with hidden features such as the input size here.
Task 5: Differentiation Among Group I, II, III and IV
Our experimental results indicate at σa1 = 0.5 and σa2 = 1.0, there are 72, 76, 141, 25 individual
survived positions (already deduct the positions all groups share) for Group I, II, III, IV respective-
ly. Based on these common positions, Detector III is designed as follows to decide which group
the input image belongs to. 16 images from 4 distinct patterns in Fig. 4.3 are selected. Each image
is tested for 1000 trials. For each image, we try to distinguish it from other 15 images, and finally
make a decision as which shape the test image belongs to. When one candidate image X chosen
from Group I - IV comes into IPU for processing 30 iterations’ decoding, {dnX} and {VdnX} are
able to be achieved. Then we separately calculate the ratio RI , RII , RIII and RIV as how much
percentage of 72 positions from Group I, 76 positions from Group II, 141 positions group III, and
25 positions from Group IV falling in {dnX} as well as matching the values of {VdnX}. Then Image
X will be detected as the image with the highest maximum ratio from {RI , RII , RIII , RIV }. After
applying Detector III the experimental results show when σa1 = 0.5 and σa2 = 1.0, the average
error differentiation rate for 16 images in Group I- IV is equal to 2.2% whereas detector errors for
each images are listed in Table 4.2. In Table 4.2, the small images {C, G, K, O} achieve higher
error rates as 12.8%, 6.9%, 2.7%, 2.9% comparing to other regular sized images. One possible
but reasonable reason is since the H matrix of LDPC codes is randomly generated, a few survived
positions mapped in small images may carry non-effective information, which mislead small size
images making wrong decisions.
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I A 1.8% 98.2% 1.8% 0 0
B 1.1% 98.9% 1.1% 0 0
C 12.8% 87.2% 10.1% 0.3% 2.4%
D 0 100% 0 0 0
II E 0.4% 0.4% 99.6% 0 0
F 0 0 100% 0 0
G 6.9% 5.6% 93.1% 0.1% 1.2%
H 0 0 100% 0 0
III I 6.6% 0.1% 6.5% 93.4% 0
J 0 0 0 100% 0
K 2.7% 2.6% 0.1% 97.3% 0
L 0 0 0 100% 0
IV M 0 0 0 0 100%
N 0 0 0 0 100%
O 2.9% 0.1% 2.1% 0.7% 97.1%
P 0 0 0 0 100%
Task 6: Differentiation Between {C, G, K, O} and {A, B, D, E, F, H, I, J, L, M, N, P}
Now, let us consider the new task: differentiate small images with the rest. There are 42 common
survived positions for Images C, G, K, O at σa1 = 0.7 σa2 = 1.0. In contrast, the common survived
positions for the rest 12 images are none. So Detector I described in Section 4 is employed here
and each image will be tested for 1000 trials. Finally, we are able to recognize the input image as a
small image or not with an average error rate 2.03%, that is, Image A: 4.8% mistakenly detected as
small image, Image D: 3.5% small image, Image E: 6.4% small image, Image K: 7.9% non-small
image, Image M: 2.8% small image, Image P: 7.1% small image, and for the remaining images
they can be 100% correctly detected.
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VIV and Power Scaling Method
Up to now, we have considered simple shapes with still images and the only variation is the size of
shape. Now, we will discuss realistic VIV, typically experienced by bio-visual systems. We select
parameters similar to what have been used in [102], namely, point spread and fixational motion.
We also consider orientation movement introduced in [24].
According to [24], suppose Nt frames of images are input into IPU. In the l-th frame, s
(l)
k as the
value of k-th pixel in the visual frame used for the l-th iteration are generated and then mapped
into certain voltage. After that, pixel values of images are convolved with the point spread function
in two dimensions. Then images will be further processed with drift-like fixational motion and
vertical orientation. After these three operations, Gaussian noise nlk with zero mean and variance
σ2a1 and add this noise term to it to get b
(l)
k , which is denoted as the value used in the k -th variable
node for the l-th iteration in the decoder. Without VIV, we have r(l)k = N1 if s
l
k = 1, and r
(l)
k = −N1
if slk = 0, which is the mapping process.
Moreover, due to functions of VIV, the pixel values can change dramatically from frame to frame.
Therefore, it is necessary to make the images scaled to a compatible range. Four scaling methods
























where the coefficients a1 = 0.417, a2 = 0.583, variances a3 = 0.443β1 and a4 = 2.04β1. We can
tune the variance by varying the scale factor, β1.
Fixation Motion (FM)
The second aspect is a drift-like motion, which we model as a Gaussian random-walk function














where a5 = 223.61β2 ms, and β2 is the scale factor.
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Orientation Movement (OM)
The third aspect is orientation movement, which results in rotation along the clockwise and coun-
terclockwise directions. A simple filter is used as,




where n0(t) ∼ N (0, σ21) and the initial value of θ(t), θ(0), is a uniformly distributed random
variable in the interval of [−20◦, 20◦].
So far, three VIV aspects have been fully introduced. In our design, there are three scale factors
β1, β2, β3 used to control the degree of VIV aspects. For example, if we set all of them zero, then
there are no motion, point spread, and orientation movement; if we set all of them as 2, then the
VIV aspects become much severer than the case which we set all of them as 1.
Power Scaling Method
In this subsection, we list four methods to present how we do power scaling for pixels values
in each imperfect frame. We define f(i,j) as s(i,j) after adding VIV. Method 1 has no-mean or
no-energy normalization, i.e., we directly feed r(l)(i,j) = f
(l)
(i,j) as its value to decoder.

















Then pixels have been grouped into two groups, i.e., those above the mean, i.e., r(l)(i,j) > 0 and those






























) if r(l)(i,j) ≤ 0 (4.9)
where
Z(x) =
 1 x is true0 x is false (4.10)















(i,j) is a Gaussian distribut-
ed noise with zero-mean, variance σ2a1. We do so to ensure the group with smaller mean, i.e.,
min(m
(l)
p , |m(l)n |) is not too small to drive the decoder to all zero or all one cases.
In Method 3, following the mean-normalization described in Method 2, the total energy of both


























(i,j) ≤ 0 (4.11)
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Define S(l)p and S
(l)






















n , if its value is positive or
negative. By doing so, we ensure the energy in both groups are balanced and normalized, therefore
for given noise power densities the decoder would not fail to converge.
In Method 4, due to the total energy of each corrupted digit images (after method 2) varying
drastically, S(l)p and S
(l)














so the W (l)p and W
(l)
n for each image under any conditions will the same after scalling.
In summary, Method 1 is the method without scaling which is for comparison only, and Method 2
is the prerequisite for both Method 3 and Method 4.
Results of Differentiating Different Patterns with VIV
So far, all the VIV aspects and power scaling methods have been discussed in details. Then we
begin to process the low-resolution pattern images shown in Fig. 4.3 by considering all VIV
aspects.
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We list all the testing tasks in Table 4.3. Each image is tested for 1000 trials with VIV scale factors
β1 = 1.0, β2 = 1.0, β3 = 1.0 using power scaling Method 4.
In order to obtain fit number of common survived positions (neither too many nor too few), σa1 and
σa2 are appropriately selected for each task. Based on the common positions generated from each
combination, the corresponding results for all six tasks are listed in Table 4.3. For comparison,
results for images without any VIV factor are also presented there.
When comparing Column 4 and Column 5 in Table 4.3, it is clear to see the recognition error rates
for images with VIV dramatically increase, especially for Task 2, 5 and 6. The reason is obvious.
Each VIV factor disturbs IPU from obtaining effective common survived bits in decoding, which
causes the detector difficult to make correct decisions. Hence, based on these results, we will
continue studying other detectors to improve the performance, and more importantly, to pursue
effective detectors that could handle more complex recognition tasks.
Table 4.3: Performance Comparison in Detectors for Images With and Without VIV
Task
No.
Differentiation Task Detector Error rate for images
with VIV
Error rate for images
without VIV
1 {B, D} and null image I 0.20% 0.067%
2 B and D II 28.30% 0.15%
3 {A, B, C, D} and null image I 0.80% 0.28%
4 {A, B, C} and D II 0,06 % 0.00%
5 Group I, II, III and IV III 32.56% 2.2%
6 {C, G, K, O} and {A, B, D, E,
F, H, I, J, L, M, N, P}
I 11.25% 2.03%
Experimental Procedures and IPU Detections for Simple Images
So far, we have figured out the important role the bit convergence played during decoding for both
still images and images with VIV. Apparently, when meeting images with VIV, the current detec-
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tors which make full use of survived converge bits do not perform well. Therefore in this section,
we will design other detectors which will dramatically decrease the error rates, and furthermore
could be widely applied in all kinds of low-resolution images, not only simple shape images, but
also face images.
Detector Design
In Section 4, we have mentioned every position in an image could contribute to recognition, based
on a weight associated to likelihood of stable. Our new detectors are hence built based on this idea.
Training: In IPU structure depicted in Fig. 1, after completing sum-product algorithm in decoding,
IPU could generate two kinds of outputs: (1) averaged LLR (i.e., soft decision, given in (4.14) and








In averaged LLR output (soft decision), averaged likelihood for each bit has been calculated. In
(4.14), z stands for any training images (e.g., Image B and D for Task 2, all 16 images for Task 5
and 6) in Fig. 4.3, and vk(z) denotes the averaged likelihood of k variables in z. vk(z) is the mean
of vlk over last Ia − 20 iterations. In order to avoid error propagations, we only count the last 300
iterations, i.e. Ia = 320.














On the other hand, in multiplicity output (hard decision), at each iteration the status of one bit will
be decided. In (4.15), we count the occurrences of 0 and 1 of hard decision making (denoted as
clk(z) in (4.15)) of each bit k during last Ia−20 iterations. After dividing by total Ia−20 iterations,
the probabilities of 0 and 1 for each k variable node of image will be obtained.
Therefore, two new types of detectors: Detector IV and Detector V are defined in Table 4.4. In
Table 4.4, Detectors IV utilizes soft decision and Detector V for hard decision. In both detectors,
full scale detector (32 *32 nodes) and reduced scale detectors (part of whole image nodes) are both
considered.
Table 4.4: Detector IV and Detector V
Detector Detector Input σa2 number of nodes
IV vk(z) 1.5σa1 5, 10, 20, 40, 32*32
V p(ck = 0|z) 1.5σa1 5, 10, 20, 40, 32*32
Test: In the test procedure, once a candidate image X of Fig. 4.3 has been selected, it will be










Detector V. Then after scaling, the distance between v(l) of Image X and L(z) of image z during




(vlk − Lk(z))2 (4.16)







If decision matches the input then the system makes a right decision, otherwise error counts. Here,
Z stands for the training images pool in each task.
Results of Detectors IV and V in Tasks 2, 5, 6
In this subsection, we display the performance of Detectors IV and V regarding Tasks 2, 5, and 6 in
Table 4.5. Each image in each task is executed for 1000 trials, at σa1 = 1.0, σa2 = 1.5 with power
scaling Method 4. Our goal is to verify if our new Detectors IV and V are able to improve the
detectors performance for images with VIV. And also, for comparison, performance of Detectors
IV and V for still images are also listed.
Table 4.5 presents the evidence that Detectors IV and V are able to differentiate imperfect images
in low error rates. For instance, for images with VIV in Task 5, the resulted error rates are 0.32%
for full scale (all 32*32 bits are used) Detector IV (soft decision), whereas 0.18% for full scale
Detector V (hard decision), improving much than using Detector III shown in Table 4.3. For Task
2 and Task 6, Detectors IV and V could drop down the error rate to 0.0%, comparing with 28.30%
and 11.25% listed in Table 4.3 for Detector II in Task 2 and Detector I in Task 6. On the other side,
for the images without any VIV, error rate for Tasks 2, 5, 6 for Detectors IV and V are all close to
0%.
Features Appeared in Task 5
So far, we have thoroughly presented how our IPU system trains and tests, especially for images
with VIV. But it is still not clear how noise variance, power scaling methods specifically contribute
to recognition and how greatly they impact the recognition results. Therefore, this subsection will
include how the value of noise variance, how the option of power scaling methods, and even more,
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how H matrix involved in LDPC codes influence the recognition results. Task 5 for images with
VIV will be taken as an example.
Table 4.5: Performance Comparison in Detectors IV, V for Images With and Without VIV






2 B and D IV 0% 0%
2 B and D V 0% 0%
5 Group I, II, III and IV IV 0.32% 0.0063%
5 Group I, II, III and IV V 0.18% 0.0125%
6 {C, G, K, O} and {A, B, D, E,
F, H, I, J, L, M, N, P}
IV 0% 0%
6 {C, G, K, O} and {A, B, D, E,
F, H, I, J, L, M, N, P}
V 0.0063% 0%
Table 4.7 indicates four types of error rates for Task 5 (detecting which group the test image comes
from). In order to observe the constraints of LDPC codes in decoding, one comparison group for
IPU system without LDPC H matrix is set up. And also, power scaling methods 3 and 4 are fully
compared as well. As a result, it can be observed that (1) the performance of our IPU detection
is improved by LDPC code constraint based on the comparison between Row 1 and Row 2, Row
3 and Row 4 respectively in Table 4.7; (2) Power scaling Method 4 which normalizes energy
for all frames across every frame remarkably reduces the error rate, firmly indicating Method 4
contributes more to the optimal detector than Method 3 does.
Furthermore, we focus on researching the value of σa1 and σa2 in IPU system. In Fig. 4.5, the
curves of error rates with different value of σa1 and σa2 have been plotted. Here, 10 times a
total of 10000 trials for all tested images with independent noise seeds are executed. Meanwhile,
power scaling Method 3 and Method 4, system with or without LDPC H matrix involved are also
considered for comparison. In Fig. 4.5, it is clear to see SNR controls the system performance and
around σa1 = 1.3, σa2 = 1.5σa1, the system with H using Method 4 reaches the lowest error rate.
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In Task 5, when differentiating Group I, II, III and IV, 16 images from 4 distinct shapes in Fig.
4.3 have been selected for training and test. For each image, we try to distinguish it from other
15 images, and finally make a decision as which shape the test image belongs to. According to
our design, all the training and test images are fully considered the influence of all VIV aspects
- point spread, drift-like motion, orientation movement and Gaussian noise demonstrated above.
The error rate of system in 10000 trials is listed in Table 4.6 and 4.7. Table 4.6 shows the individual
differential error rate as if the test image can be recognized correctly from 16 images. On the other
hand, Table 4.7 illustrates the group differential error rate as if the test image can be detected as
the same shape group in IPU. More specifically, different power scaling method -method 3 and
method 4 have been chosen for comparison. And also, error rate of system without H is presented.
In this instance, σ1 and σ2 is identical to 1.3, 1.95 respectively.
From Table 4.6 and 4.7 it is apparent to see 1) the power scaling method 4 leads significant im-
provement in recognition performance comparing with method 3, which verifies our assumption
in advantage of method 4 in previous section. 2) H matrix plays a significant role in decoding in
IPU. When comparing row 1 with row 2, row 3 with row 4 in Table 4.6 as well as those in Table
4.7, H matrix decreases the system error rate therefore improve the system performance more than
50%. 3) group differential rate is much lower than individual one this is because a few images in
each shape shows similar to each other. For instance, circle Image B versus Image D, square image
E versus image H, which dramatically gains the difficulty in differentiation especially from those
located in the same shape.
Furthermore, we focus on researching the function of σa1 and σa2 in system. In Fig. 4.4 and Fig.
4.5, the curves of individual and group differential error rates with different value of σa1 and σa2
have been plotted. Here, 10 times 10000 trials with independent noise seeds are implemented.
Meanwhile, power scaling method 3 and method 4 are also considered for comparison. From the
plots it is clear to see at the beginning, the error rate curve shows relevantly fluctuating and then
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with noise becoming heavy, system performance increase steadily after σa1 = 1.0, σa2 = 1.5.












Individual differention error rate, 10* 10000 trials
 
 
Method 3, with H
Method 3, without H
Method 4, with H
Method 4, without H
Figure 4.4: Differentiation Error Rates in Independent Number of Noise Seeds for 10e5 Trials
Table 4.6: Differentiation Error Rate for Recognizing One Out of 16 Images with σa1 = 1.3, σa2 =
1.95
Power scaling method With or without H matrix Error rate
Method 3 with H 28.71%
Method 3 without H 45.44%
Method 4 with H 13.85%
Method 4 without H 31.30%
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Method 3, wit H
Method 3, without H
Method 4, with H
Method 4, without H 
Figure 4.5: Error Rates of Different Noise Variance for Task 5
Table 4.7: Four Types of Error Rates for Task 5
Power scaling method With or without H Matrix Error rate
Method 3 with H 11.86%
Method 3 without H 25.62%
Method 4 with H 0.91%
Method 4 without H 9.59%
Recognition Low-Resolution Face Images with VIV
In this subsection, we will focus on applying IPU to the low-resolution face recognition. As intro-
duced in our previous section, IPU could identify and classify various simple images. So whether
IPU could be employed in the area of bio-visual low-resolution face recognition also rises our
curiosity.
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We follow the training and test procedures described in Section 5 and use Detector IV and V to
process low-resolution face images with VIV.
The database of face we used in our experiment is from AT&T Laboratories Cambridge [103]. In
this data set, 10 different images of each of 40 distinct objects are presented. Each image was
taken at different times, varying the lighting, facial expressions (open/closed eyes, smiling/not
smiling) and facial details (glasses/no glasses). All the images were taken against a dark homo-
geneous background with the subjects in an upright, frontal position (with tolerance for some side
movement). The size of each image is 92*112 pixels, with 256 grey levels.
In our system, all the face images are transformed to 32 pixels * 32 pixels but with the same grey
levels as the original images, so each pixel is specified by an integer from 0 to 255. Fig. 4.6 shows
ten different lighting and expressions image of one person in grey color.
Figure 4.6: Ten Different Face Images of One Distinct Object
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As inputs to each photo-sensor units in Fig. 4.1, each pixel is scaled to double precision -real
number from 0 to 1, i.e. sk∈(0,1), k=1, 2, ..., 32*32 instead of integer 0 for black and 1 for white
image.
To solve face recognition problem, we consider all VIV aspects as well as power scaling Methods
3 and 4 illustrated in Section 5. We also utilize Detectors IV and V defined in Section 5. Fig. 4.7
shows the effects of all VIV on one face image.
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Figure 4.7: Effects of Point Spread (β1), Drifting-like Motion(β2), Head Orientation Rotation (β3)
and Gaussian Noise (σa1) on One Face Image
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Numerical Results
Various experiments and results are presented in this section. Each experiment was ran 10000
times. And the result we show here may not be the best possible performance as it just indicates
the influence of some parameters.
Face Recognition: One Out of Ten Faces
In this subsection, 10 face images from 10 distinct objects have been picked up for training and
test, that is, for 10 classes, each class only has one image. For each image, we try to distinguish it
from other 9 images in different circumstances. All the images are considered the influence by all
VIV aspects -point spread, drift-like motion, head orientation movement and Gaussian noise.
The error rates for 10 cases of Detector IV and Detector V are presented in the Table 4.8(a) with
Gaussian noise {σa1, σa2} = {0.8, 1.0} and Table 4.8(b) with {σa1, σa2} = {1.5, 2.25}. In order
to clearly identify how the different number of nodes influences the recognition performance in
Detector IV and V, we reduced the number of nodes from 1024 to certain number of nodes, i.e.,
40, 20, 10, 5 in reduced scale Detector IV and V. More specifically, we make plots in Fig. 4.8(a)
and Fig. 4.8(b) as bit error rate versus number of nodes. It is clear to see in both figures, with
the number of nodes for detector increasing, the recognition bit error rates dramatically decrease.
What’s more, by comparing different detector inputs under the same number of nodes at 5, 10, 20
and 40, we can see the performance of Detector IV(soft decision) shows much better than Detector
V(hard decision) especially for low percentage of nodes used. When all the 32*32 nodes are
employed, according to Case 5 and 10 in Table 4.8(a) and Table 4.8(b) the error rates of Detector
IV and V are both under 0.1% and show extremely close.
For further studying IPU performance when employing all the nodes, a histogram of 10000 times
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testing in independent noise seeds for Case 10 is shown as an example in Fig 4.9(a). As a contrast,
a histogram of 10000 trials without LCPD H matrix involved is also presented in Fig. 4.9(b). We
can see in Fig. 4.9(a), the errors of more than 65% trials is less than 10 out of 10000. While in Fig.
4.9(b), errors for system without H matrix are spread between the range of 0-1600. By comparing
the distribution of bit error rates in Fig. 4.9(a) and Fig. 4.9(b), we are able to firmly conclude
the important role H matrix plays in decoding especially for the image information with kinds of
heavy noise.
Table 4.8: Error Rates for Recognizing One Out of 10 Faces
(a) Error Rates for Recognizing One Out of 10 Faces with σa1 = 0.8, σa2 = 1.0
Case Detector Number of nodes Error rate
1 IV 5 12.88%
2 IV 10 9.47%
3 IV 20 6.32%
4 IV 40 0.69%
5 IV 1024 0.07%
6 V 5 22.74%
7 V 10 17.61%
8 V 20 9.63%
9 V 40 2.32%
10 V 1024 0.04%
(b) Error Rates for Recognizing One Out of 10 Faces with σa1 = 1.5, σa2 = 2.25
Case Detector Number of nodes Error rate
1 IV 5 13.14%
2 IV 10 10.53%
3 IV 20 6.76%
4 IV 40 1.25%
5 IV 1024 0.03%
6 V 5 30.58%
7 V 10 24.79%
8 V 20 16.67%
9 V 40 3.95%
10 V 1024 0.08%
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(a) Error Rates for Two Types of Detectors at σa1 = 0.8, σa2 = 1.0




















(b) Error rates of Two Types of Detectors at σa1 = 1.5, σa2 = 2.25
Figure 4.8: Error Rates of Two Types of Detectors at Different Noise Variance
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Impact of LDPC Codes with Large Minimum Girth to the Results of One Out of Ten
In the last subsection, we presented the result of our face recognition system, but only focused on
random generated LDPC codes. Although the current results show the system is well-performed,
another option would also be fully considered, which is to improve LDPC codes. Indeed, excellent
performance results for LDPC codes are reported for the short block lengths regime in [42] and
[104]. In [42], the author designed short regular LDPC codes with large minimum girth (Gmin) and
indicated those could beat the average performance of regular ensembles of the LDPC codes over
binary symmetric channels. In this subsection, we use the methods illustrated in [42] to construct
specific LDPC codes with larger Gmin, and compare their performances in IPU with those using
general LDPC codes.
We now construct two types of LDPC codes, one is (3,6) LDPC codes with length of 1024 and
Gmin = 6 (H1 matrix), the other is (2, 4) LDPC codes with length of 1024 and Gmin = 8 (H2
matrix). In Fig. 4.10(a) and Fig. 4.10(b), cases of H1, H2 matrix as well as cases of random H
matrix and IPU withoutH matrix in power scaling method 3 and 4 have been separately presented,
which show the recognition error rates as a function of σa1 for the test of one out of ten faces. Here,
we execute the tests in 10 times 10000 trials within independent noise seeds.
From the results, we can see no matter for method 3 and method 4, it shows LDPC codes with
larger Gmin outperforms the generals. Moreover, (2, 4) codes with Gmin = 8 achieves the most
excellent performance in both figures in Fig. 7. Meanwhile as we indicated before, the power
scaling method 4 normalized the energy for all frames across every frame and its performance
more substantially contribute to the optimal detector than Method 3.
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Face Recognition: One Out of 20 and 40
In this subsection, we extend one out of 10 faces to one out of 20 and 40 faces. We select the first
image of each distinct object in the AT&T ORL database [103], and consider 20 and 40 groups of
images.
The performance of one out of 20 and 40 faces are listed in the Fig. 4.12 by comparing between
systems with H matrix and without at σa1 = 1.5, σa2 = 2.25. Detector V and and power scaling
method 3 are exploited for comparison. Fig. 4.12 shows the error rate for IPU with LDPC codes
are only 3.45% and 4.47% for the case of one out of 20 and 40, comparing to 11.68% and 12.74%
respectively for IPU without any functions of LDPC codes.
Face Recognition in Multi-class Classification
In this subsection, we document multiple classes low resolution face recognition under VIV con-
ditions.
In AT&T ORL standard face database [103], each of the 40 distinct objects has 10 different images.
For our IPU system, we divide these images into training and test set with different numbers, and
we observe the recognition rate of IPU. All of these images will have full VIV aspects.
For ease of representation, Trainm/Testn means m images per person are randomly selected for
training and the rest n for test. As an example, when m = 5, n = 5, 5 training images and 5 test
images per object have been randomly selected and tested in 10000 trials in order to verify if the
test image is from the correct class. Table 4.10 gives a table for ten kinds of training and test set in
40 classes, where scale = 0.5, {σa1, σa2} = {0.8, 1.0}. Next, we adjust the number of classes for
training and test, then compare their different performances. Table 4.9 summarizes the recognition
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error rate when Trainm/Testm = {2/8, 3/7, 4/6, 5/5, 6/4, 7/3, 8/2} in 50 randomly splits, within
Detector V, scale = 0.5, {σa1, σa2} = {0.8, 1.0}.
Table 4.9: Recognition Accuracy Rate on ORL Database (Mean ± Std-dev)
Trainingm/Testn 2/8 3/7 4/6 5/5 6/4 7/3 8/2
79.62%±3.45% 87.36%±2.93% 91.21%±2.77% 93.45%±1.44% 94.94%±1.7% 95.67%±1.41% 96.75%±1.34%
Table 4.10: Recognition Rate for 10 Cases of Training and Test Sets in 40 Classes with scale = 0.5,
σa1 = 0.8, σa2 = 1.0
Case No. Training set Test set Recognition error rate
1 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} {6, 7, 8, 9, 10} 7%
2 {6, 7, 8, 9, 10} {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} 9.5%
3 {1, 3, 5, 7, 9} {2, 4, 6, 8, 10} 5.5%
4 {2, 4, 6, 8, 10} {1, 3, 5, 7, 9} 6.5%
5 {2, 3, 5, 8, 9} {1, 4, 6, 7, 10} 4.5%
6 {1, 2, 3, 6, 8} {4, 5, 7, 9, 10} 6.5%
7 {2, 3, 6, 7, 10} {1, 4, 5, 8, 9} 6.5%
8 {1, 2, 5, 9, 10} {3, 4, 6, 7, 8} 8%
9 {1, 3, 4, 5, 7} {2, 6, 8, 9, 10} 5%
10 {3, 4, 7, 8, 10} {1, 2, 5, 6, 9} 6.5%
Every trial in 10000 total is independent. From Table 4.9, we can see for five training and five test,
the average recognition accuracy rate for 50 sets is 93.45%, standard variance is 1.44%.
The experimental procedures besides VIV and power scaling methods are exactly followed those
described in [105] using the same AT&T ORL database [103]. For comparison, for instance,
according to Table 3 illustrated in Section 4.2 in [105], for 5 training and 5 testing tasks, the SSSL
approaches proposed by Cai et al. [105] could obtain up to 97.4 ± 1.2% recognition accuracy.
Cai et al. [105] have also reported the performance of other popular methods such as Eigenface
(87.9 ± 2.5%), TensorPCA (88.1 ± 2.5%), Fisherface (94.3 ± 1.4%), 2DLDA (95.8 ± 1.2%),
Laplacianface (93.0 ± 1.9%), and NPE (93.4 ± 1.8%). All these do not have VIV. For 5 training
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and 5 testing tasks shown in Table 4.9, when adding up VIV we are able to obtain 93.45 ± 1.44%
recognition accuracy.
On the other hand, we compare the recognition performance in different methods based on the
same training and testing samples using VIV, where scale = 0.5, {σa1, σa2} = {0.8, 1.0}. The
number of training and test sample splits are 50. The methods provided for comparison with our
IPU are PCA and LDA with PCARatio = 1.0. The recognition is carried out by using nearest
neighbor classifier(NN). Fig. 4.13 presents the recognition accuracy rate under different number
of training samples, where our IPU extremely beats other methods, which are tested on the images
with all VIV. Apparently, a few traditional methods can’t achieve good recognition performances
when images experience realistic VIV through bio-visual systems.
Summary
In this chapter, we dedicate in exploring how to develop and utilize IPU to recognize simple pat-
terns and face images for a general purpose and representation association machine. Inspired by
bio-visual systems, IPU is designed as a gateway for information processing in recognition system.
Not limited to recognizing low resolution digits and hyper-acuity tasks [24], in this chapter, we put
efforts in designing a more integrated system solving the problem of recognizing simple pattern
and face images. The quality of the patterns and face images have been severely degraded, which
mimic the VIV experienced by human visual systems. The results show that 1) our IPU can rec-
ognize simple pattern images in different shapes and sizes reliably despite the image quality being
very poor; 2) our IPU presents an excellent multi-class recognition performance in AT&T ORL
database, comparable to the regular recognition methods for images without any quality degrada-
tion. 3) A bunch of methods have been proposed and compared for improving the performance of
IPU, e.g. constructing specific LDPC codes with large minimum girth, designing various detecting
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and power scaling method, etc. Our results demonstrate that our GPRAM Image Processing Unit
performs the similar behavior to human visual systems which could recognize heavily distorted
low-resolution human faces and its performance in terms of recognition successful rate and false
alarm rate is almost as good as those achieved from state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms
on images without severe distortion. This indicates a potential new research direction for future
understanding of both GPRAM systems and human visual systems.
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Figure 4.9: Histogram for 10000 Trials in Independent Number of Noise Seeds at σa1 = 1.5, σa2 =
2.25 for LDPC Codes (a) With H Matrix and (b) Without H Matrix
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(3, 6) LDPC with random H matrix
(3, 6) LDPC with H1 matrix in Method 3
(2, 4) LDPC with H2 matrix in Method 3
(a)


















(3, 6) LDPC with random H matrix
(3, 6) LDPC with H1 matrix in Method 4
(2, 4) LDPC with H2 matrix in Method 4
(b)
Figure 4.10: Impact of LDPC codes with Different Large Minimum Girth in (a) Power Scaling
Method 3 and (b) Power Scaling Method 4
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Method 3, with H
Method 3, without H
Method 4, with H
Method 4, without H
Figure 4.11: Error Rates for 10e5 Trials in Face Images with the Variation of σa1
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Figure 4.12: Error Rates for Testing on One Out of 20 and One Out of 40 Images Comparing
Between With H and Without H matrix
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Figure 4.13: Recognition Accuracy Rate Comparing with Other Methods Tested On the Images
with VIV
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CHAPTER 5: OPTIMIZING MPSK, MDPSK AND DUAL-RING QAM
SIGNALING WITH NON-EQUAL SYMBOL PROBABILITIES
In this chapter we derive formulas to optimize signal constellations, decision regions, and symbol
error rates for M -ary PSK, M -ary DPSK, and dual-ring QAM signaling with non-equal symbol
probabilities over AWGN channels. Several methods have been introduced and developed. One
is an optimizing method in which 2M parameters (M decision constellations and M decision
threshold) have been optimized, the other one is a simplified method in which only M decision
constellations have been optimized. In each modulation scheme, the performance is evaluated
and compared in symbol error rate at the same information bit energy. The results show that
the optimizing system has lower error probabilities than two conventional systems, 1) a system
with non-equiprobable symbols using source coding; 2) a system with non-equiprobable symbols
using equally spaced constellation. Several examples presented in this chapter elaborate that the
improvements are dramatic. Specially, it is shown numerically the approximately optimal dual-
ring QAM system with non-equal symbol probabilities leads to performance gain around 2.8 dB
comparing conventional systems.
Signals and Systems of MPSK and MDPSK
MPSK
The constellation for an M-ary PSK signaling is shown in Fig.5.1(a). In this communication sys-




ε sinφm) is transmitted every T seconds from the set {1, 2, ...,M}
with probability 0 ≤ Pm ≤ 1,
∑M
m=1 Pm = 1, where ε is energy per symbol, φm denotes the phase
of each symbol where φ1 = 0. When symbols are transmitted with equal symbol probabilities,
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each constellation point is generated by an evenly distributed array of points on the unit circle with
phase φm = 2π(m − 1)/M , where m = 1, 2, ...,M . When symbol probabilities P = {Pm} are
non-equiprobable, {φm} and the corresponding decision thresholds of {sm} should be optimized to
achieve the minimal symbol error rate of the whole system. This is the main focus of this chapter.
S2 












Figure 5.1: (a) Signal Constellation for M -PSK with Non-uniform Symbols; (b) Signal Constella-
tion for M -PSK in New Coordinates for Method 1
Assuming the channel is an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel and a matched filter
is used in receiver. When s1 = (
√
ε, 0) is transmitted, the received vector is given by
r = (r1, r2) = (
√
ε+ n1, n2) (5.1)
in which r1 and r2 are independent Gaussian random variables with variance σ2 = N0/2 and
means
√












In order to simply the calculation, the decision region Dm could be described in polar coordinates.
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where γs is defined as SNR per symbol in which γs = ε/N0.
In Fig.5.1 (a), suppose the decision region Dm of sm is divided by lines with central angle of αm.
Dm is described as Dm = {θ : θ−m < θ < θ+m}. Therefore, the symbol error rate for MPSK system









θ+m = αm − φm if m = 1, ...,M
θ−m =

αM − 2π if m = 1




Due to the phase difference [80], when symbol s1 = (
√
ε, 0) is transmitted, the received vector in
(5.1) could be expressed as
r = (r1, r2)
= [
√
ε+ Re(nk + n
∗




where r1 and r2 are uncorrelated gaussian random variables with identical variance σ2n = N0. So




























where θ−m and θ
+
m have the same range defined in (5.7).
Now this problem is almost identical to the problem of MPSK. The only difference is γs in MDPSK
is half of that in MPSK since the noise variance of MDPSK is twice as large as that of MPSK.
Hence, the problem of optimizing MPSK and MDPSK signalling is simplified to separately finding
an optimal system for MPSK or MDPSK, i.e., seeking signal constellation locations {φm} and
decision thresholds {αm}, to reach the minimal average symbol error probabilities P (e). The
solution to the problem for MPSK and MDPSK system with equal probabilities was described in
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details in [80].
Optimal Detection and Error Probability for MPSK and MDPSK Signaling
Based on the previous analysis of MPSK and MDPSK system, we can see the problem of these
two systems are similar except the noise variance. So we can solve these two signaling using the
same methodology. In this section, given the probability set {Pm}, we are looking for optimal
solutions of {φm}, {αm} in {Dm}, and finally get error probability P (e). Two methods have
been thoroughly considered. The first one is a simplified method, in which decision threshold is
approximately optimized based on M individual 2ASK system. Then we near optimally compute
{φm} and {αm}. The second method is the brute-force optimizing method given the initial value
of {φm} and {αm} calculated from the first one. It presents more accurate result.
Method 1: Simplified Method
Our observation for the first method is partially based on 2-ASK system in [97], which is illustrated
in Fig.5.1 (b). In [97] the optimal decision rule of 2ASK system is if sm < r ≤ sm+1 and
Pmpr|m(r|m) ≥ Pm+1pr|m+1(r|m + 1), then m̂ = m; otherwise, m̂ = m + 1. In this method, our
whole MPSK system could be considered as M -2ASK systems. In Fig.5.1 (b), for each individual
2ASK system {sm, sm+1}, if x, y axes are rotated to x
′ and y′ axes, the noise in y′ will not affect
the decision point along x′ axis. If Pm = Pm+1, the decision region should be divided at the middle
point A along the line linked points sm and sm+1. This is the optimal decision point for symbols
with equal probabilities. If Pm 6= Pm+1, the decision region will not be divided at the middle
point. Without loss of any generality, let us assume Pm ≥ Pm+1. Intuitively, the decision point
should move toward sm+1, say point B. If this is 2ASK signaling, then we can quickly find point
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B and draw line (line aa) perpendicular to x′ axis, which divides two decision regions. But now,
line aa does not pass the origin of (x′ , y′) axes required for MPSK signaling. Therefore, in order
to meet decision region requirement for MPSK, we need to divide decision region by drawing a
line through points B and centre O (say line bb). The intersection point (point C) is a little biased
toward sm+1 point. So its performance should be worse than the ASK signaling (i.e., comparing
with the decision region divided by line aa in 2ASK). This insight forms the basis for the first
method.












if m = M
(5.11)





φm+1 − φm if m = 1, ...,M − 1







m+1 = 2π (5.13)
Correspondingly, by adding this constrain, (5.6) and (5.10) in Section 5 could be developed as





m+1 − 2π) (5.14)
Therefore for each new coordinate (x′ , y′), in the pair set {{s1, s2}, ..., {sM−1, sM}, {sM , s1}}, each




























)} (m =1, ...,
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M). Since the noise in y′ axis will not affect the decision point along x′ axis, by substituting the
















if m = M
(5.15)








Therefore, when transforming to MPSK and MDPSK system, the decision region Dm for each sm


















m + θdm if m = 2, ..,M
(5.17)
Hence, by substituting (5.17) in (5.6), we are now able to minimize (5.14) by using the method of
































































= 0, if m = M
(5.18)
At last, by substituting (5.15) (5.16) into (5.18), {φm′} could be solved. According to (5.12) and
(5.7), {φm} and {αm} will be also obtained.
Method 2: Optimized Method
In this subsection, we introduce a method which directly finds the decision region of MPSK/MDPSK.
Based on the connection of αm and φm shown in (5.7), the symbol error probability P (e) in (5.6)
could be specified as











In order to minimize P (e) and get optimized {αm} and {φm}, we take derivation of P (e) as
dP (e)/dαm (m = 1, ...,M ) and dP (e)/dφm (m = 2, ...,M ) in (5.19). Correspondingly, we will
obtain M expressions as the function of αm, as well as M − 1 expressions as the function of φm,
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which are showed separately in (5.20) and (5.21).
− P1p(α1) + P2p(α1 − φ2) = 0, if m = 1
− Pmp(αm − φm)
+ Pm+1p(αm − φm+1) = 0, if m = 2, ...,M − 1
− PMp(αM − φM) + P1p(αM − 2π) = 0, if m = M
(5.20)
Pmp(αm − φm)
− Pmp(αm−1 − φm) = 0, if m = 2, ...,M
(5.21)
For both methods, we use Matlab to find solutions to these nonlinear equations. In Method 1, the
number of variables (φ′m) needs to set up initial points is M ; whereas in Method 2, this number
increases to 2M (φm and αm) which gains the difficulty in solving non-linear equations when M
is very large. So in Method 2, we employ the results of {φm} and {αm} we got from Method 1
as initial points. Finally, an optimized solution in Method 2 is able to generate, which presents
slightly better results shown in the subsection of Numerical Result.
Comparing between Method 1 and 2, Method 1 is simpler. Method 2 is more computationally
complex. Method 1 may also use to find good initial points, then we run Method 2 to get more
accurate results.
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Extension to Optimizing Dual-ring QAM Signaling with Non-equal Symbol Probabilities
In this section, a dual-ring QAM signaling system with non-equal symbol probabilities will be
discussed. At first, a general dual-ring QAM system will be introduced. Then how to solve decision
boundaries of M constellation points on dual rings will be developed. Moreover, based on the
methods we developed in MPSK/MDPSK, an optimizing solution to optimize dual-ring QAM will
be presented.
Signals and Systems of Dual-ring QAM
Considering M-QAM system, there are many possibilities for designing M-QAM signal points.
In this problem, we shall consider the star QAM signal constellation shown in Fig. 5.2, which

















Figure 5.2: Signal Constellation for Dual-ring QAM
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SupposeM /2-point signal set SO1 = {s1, ..., sM/2} located on large outer ring O1 with high ampli-
tude; set SO2 = {sM/2+1, .., sM} located on small inner ring O2 with low amplitude. Each symbol
is with probability 0 ≤ Pm ≤ 1(m = 1, ...,M). Suppose the coordinates (smx, smy) for each





R21 if m = 1, ..,M/2
R22 if x = M/2 + 1, ...,M
(5.22)
where R1 is the radius of outer ring O1 and R2 is the radius of inner ring O2, and R1 > R2.
Let’s make the sum probability of SO1 be P11 =
∑M
2
m=1 Pm and sum probability of SO2 be P22 =∑M
m=M
2
+1 Pm, so the average transmitted signal energy is
ε = R21P11 +R
2
2P22 (5.23)
where P11 < P22. And
0 < R2 <
√

























Apparently, the problem has been clarified as follows: for fixed symbol probabilities {Pm}, given
signal energy ε, finding proper symbol coordinates {(smx, smy)} as well as their decision region
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{Dm}, to get minPQAM(e). As we see, the points could be moving on any place of the ring and
the sizes of both rings are uncertain, so how to decide decision boundaries of each signal point is
important.
Computing Decision Region for Dual-ring QAM System
Fig. 5.2 also shows a particular example of decision boundaries for eight-point QAM constellation
with equal symbol probabilities [100]. For each point sm, any other point sn will generate a deci-
sion region with sm as a 2ASK system, labeled Dmn. So Dm of each sm are the intersection of sets




Dmn, where n 6= m. If received vector r ∈ Dm, then m̂ = m.
In general case, we obtain {Dmn} with any probability set {Pm} as follows: suppose any two
constellation points sm = (smx, smy), sn = (snx, sny) and decision point dmn = (dmnx, dmny),















For any r = (r1, r2), Dmn of symbol sm could be described as Dmn = {−−→smsn ·
−−→
dmnr < 0} which is












where n,m = 1, ...,M , n 6= m. And s2nx + s2ny, s2mx + s2my follows the rule in (5.22).
Then Dm will be generated as the intersection of Dmn (n = 1, ...,M and n 6= m), which is
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composed of M − 1 inequalities of (5.28). For instance, (5.29) shows an example of D1.
r1(snx − s1x) + r2(sny − s1y)− ln( P1Pn ) < 0
if n = 2, ...,M/2







if n = M/2 + 1, ...,M
(5.29)
After substituting (5.28) in (5.26), since the limits of the integral is neither a real number nor a
continuous function, without knowing the shape and coordinates of the region Dm, (5.26) cannot
be presented as a closed-form expression. In this case, since pQAM(r1, r2|sm) is continuous in each
Dm, we could apply the Riemann integral in the two-dimensional space. And also, an identifier
symbol Im has been brought in for indicating if the sampling points of Riemann integral located in
Dm or not.
For (r1, r2) ∈ R2, suppose either of r1 and r2 is on a closed, large bounded interval [Amin, Amax].
After dividing N subintervals on [Amin, Amax], the length of one subinterval is




Also, ∀ξi ∈ ∆r1i, ∀ηj ∈ ∆r2j , i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}
ξi = i∆r1 −∆r1/2 + Amin
ηj = j∆r2 −∆r2/2 + Amin
(5.31)
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1 if (ξi, ηj) ∈ Dm
0 else
(5.33)
Hence, when we set appropriate Amin and Amax, the larger sampling points N chosen, the more
accurate PQAM(e) we will achieve.
Optimizing Symbol Error Rate for Dual-ring QAM
Based on the aforementioned illustration, for fixed {Pm} and ε, we are able to compute the symbol
error rate based on any {Dm} and {(smx, smy)}. In this subsection, we engage in seeking an
optimizing solution of {(smx, smy)} and corresponding {Dm} to get the minPQAM(e) for dual-
ring QAM system with non-equal probabilities.
To solve dual-ring QAM signaling optimization problem, we take two steps: Step (1) Use MPSK
signaling optimization method in Section 5 and 5 to obtain optimal constellation for each ring with







if m = 1, ...,M/2
Pm
P22
if m = M/2 + 1, ...,M
(5.34)
That is, using Method 2 derived in section 5, given certain value ofR1 (R2) and {P
′
m}, we calculate
{φm} of symbols separately on each ring, then compute {(smx, smy)}.
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Step (2) Fix the outer ringO1, i.e., φ1 = 0 and rotate the inner ringO2 with angle β = φM/2+1−φ1,
for each given β we can compute (smx, smy) as :

smx = R1 cosφm
smy = R1 sinφm if m = 1, ...,M/2
(5.35)

smx = R2 cos(φm + β)
smy = R2 sin(φm + β) if m = M/2 + 1, ...,M
(5.36)
Since (5.23), PQAM(e) could be optimized given R1 and β. After searching minimum PQAM(e)
over a range of R1 and β, we optimize dual-ring QAM signaling.
Numerical Results
In this section, we will show our numerical results for MPSK systems with M = 3, 4, 8, MDP-
SK system with M = 8, dual-ring QAM system with M = 8. For MPSK/MDPSK, we evaluate
symbol error rate as a function of information bit energy to noise density ratio (εcb/N0) in four
system cases, 1) a system with non-equal symbol probabilities using source coding, 2) a system
with non-equal symbol probabilities in equal space constellation, 3) a system with non-equal sym-
bol probabilities with optimal MPSK/MDPSK signaling using Method 1 and 4) using Method 2.
For dual-ring QAM, system 1), 2) and 5) systems with non-equal probabilities with optimizing
dual-ring QAM signaling are thoroughly considered.
When comparing in symbol error rate per information bit, the average symbol energy ε will in-
crease to εc = ε log2(M)/H , where H = −
∑M
m=1 Pm log2(Pm) is the entropy of the original
symbols. And bit energy per information bit will become εcb = ε/H instead of εb = ε/ log2(M).
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Figure 5.3: P(e) of Optimized and Non-optimized 3PSK Signaling Per Information Bit Energy
Specifically in case 1), in a conventional system, symbols with non-equal probabilities are first
converted using source coding [31] into equiprobable symbols with a reduced symbol rate. These
equiprobable symbols are then transmitted as equiprobable signals with an increased average en-
ergy. Furthermore, in case 2), symbols are fixed in equal-spaced constellation, but the decision
regions are decided by symbol probabilities which are non-equiprobable.
Numerical Result of MPSK
a. 3PSK
We considerM=3 with P=[0.02, 0.8, 0.18]. The entropy isH = −0.02 log2(0.02)−0.8 log2(0.8)−
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0.18 log2(0.18) = 0.8157. Fig. 5.3 shows P (e) for our optimal systems is smaller than P (e) for
the equal space constellation (case 1), and conventional source coding system (case 2). And when
comparing Method 1 (case 3) and Method 2 (case 4)), Method 2 shows slightly better than Method
1. Specifically, when εb/N0= 7 dB, four cases are shown in Table 5.1. The final result for optimized
3PSK signaling using Method 1 is given in the third row, where we have P (e)= 0.00679, φm=[0,
2.061, 4.513], αm=[0.558, 3.566, 5.666]. And also, we are able to obtain the result for Method 2 as
P (e)= 0.00625, φm=[0, 2.057, 4.547], αm=[0.651, 3.462, 5.632], which is recorded in the fourth
row. If we use the equal space constellation, then we have P (e)=0.00822 and other parameters are
listed in the second row in Table 5.1. For 3PSK using source coding, we have P (e)=0.0125 and
other parameters are listed in the first row.
b. 4PSK
Fig. 5.4 shows symbol error rate as a function of εcb/N0 per information bit for 4PSK system when
P = [0.08, 0.02, 0.75, 0.15]. It is clear to see the performance of two optimal methods also bid
other two cases. When comparing Method 1 and 2, at high SNR, their curves are overlapped, so
their performance are almost the same.
Table 5.2 presents four cases for 4PSK at εb/N0= 7 dB. The corresponding entropy is H =
−0.08 log2(0.08) − 0.02 log2(0.02) − 0.75 log2(0.75) − 0.15 log2(0.15) = 1.126. The optimized
4PSK signaling in Method 1 is presented in the third row, where P (e)=0.00834, φm=[0, 1.240,
2.815, 4.718], αm=[0.749, 1.717, 3.916, 5.556]. The fourth row is 4PSK signaling in Method 2,
where P (e) = 0.00826, φm=[0, 1.240, 2.816, 4.718], αm=[0.735, 1.744, 3.888, 5.548]. And also,
when we use the equal space constellation, P (e)=0.0108 and other parameters are listed in the
second row. Row 1 displays P (e)=0.0174 and other parameters for 4PSK using source coding.
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c. 8PSK
Fig. 5.5 displays P (e) of optimized and non-optimal 8PSK signaling. Method 1 and 2 starts
overlap after εb/N0= 7 dB. It is clear to see the performance gain of P (e) in our optimal methods
is dramatic. At P (e) = 10−2, our proposed methods show approximately 0.7 dB gain comparing
with the system using equal space constellation, and 1 dB gain than the system using source coding.
Table 5.1: P (e), φm and αm for 3PSK at εb/N0 = 7 dB
Case P P (e) φm αm
1) [0.02,0.8,0.18] 0.0125 [0,2π/3,4π/3] [π/3,π,5π/3]
2) [0.02,0.8,0.18] 0.00822 [0,2π/3,4π/3] [0.567,3.349,5.537]
3) [0.02,0.8,0.18] 0.00679 [0,2.061,4.513] [0.558,3.566,5.666]
4) [0.02,0.8,0.18] 0.00625 [0,2.057,4.547] [0.651,3.462,5.632]
Table 5.2: P (e), φm and αm for 4PSK at εb/N0 = 7 dB
Case P P (e) φm αm
1) [0.08,0.02,0.75,0.15] 0.0174 [0,π/2,π,3π/2] [π/4,3π/4,5π/4,7π/4]
2) [0.08,0.02,0.75,0.15] 0.0108 [0,π/2,π,3π/2] [0.908,2.046,4.069,5.553]
3) [0.08,0.02,0.75,0.l5] 0.00834[0,1.240,2.815,4.718][0.749,1.717,3.916,5.556]
4) [0.08,0.02,0.75,0.15] 0.00826[0,1.240,2.816,4.718][0.735,1.744,3.888,5.548]
Numerical Result of MDPSK
Fig. 5.6 displays P (e) of optimized and non-optimal 8DPSK signaling in four cases. This figure
shows our two methods have a significant improvement in P (e) when comparing with 8DPSK
constellation using source coding as well as 8DPSK in equal space constellation. The result shows
at symbol error rate of 10−2, our Method 2 is about 0.7 dB better than the curve of ”p1, equal
space” and at P (e) = 10−3, it is 0.4 dB better.
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Numerical Result of Dual-ring QAM
Fig. 5.7 shows P (e) of optimizing and non-optimizing dual-ring 8QAM with equal and non-equal
probabilities. Our optimizing method displays a dramatic gain in P (e) when comparing with other
cases. In Fig. 5.7, at P (e) = 10−3. the optimizing method we developed shows approximately
2.6 dB gain comparing the curve ”P1, source coding”, and approximately 2.8 dB gain comparing
the curve ”P1, equal space”. Fig. 5.8 illustrates optimal constellation points {sm} and decision
regions {Dm} as an example when P =[0.03, 0.01, 0.04, 0.02, 0.25, 0.15, 0.20, 0.30], εcb/N0=10.17





ε, β = 8π/25, {φm} = {0, 1.491, 3.028, 4.678, 1.010, 2.537, 4.025, 5.636}.
From all the results above, we can summarize for MPSK/ MDPSK/ dual-ring QAM signaling
system as 1) when symbol probabilities are non-equiprobable, the optimal decision regions are not
equal spaced. 2) The signal constellations and decision regions for non-equal symbol probabilities
developed by our methods achieve a significant improvement in symbol error rate. 3) In dual-
ring QAM, {Dm} is determined by {sm}, and there is no closed-form expression of {Dm}, where
kinds of optimizing methods cannot be applied there. So the solution we provide is an approximate
optimizing method where we employed the optimizing location of sm from optimal MPSK system.
4) If P changes all the time, the complexity of our scheme will be high due to continuous updating
constellations and decision threshold. However, if Pm is fixed, the only increase in complexity is
the initial value for computations of constellation and decision thresholds. Once the computation
has been done, the receiver complexity is identical to conventional signaling systems.
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Figure 5.4: P(e) of Optimized and Non-optimized 4PSK Signaling Per Information Bit Energy
Summary
In this chapter, we derive formulas to compute the optimizing signal constellation, decision region-
s, and symbol error rate for MPSK, MDPSK, dual-ring QAM with non-equal symbol probabilities.
Several optimizing methods have been well developed and compared. The results show when com-
paring at the same information bit energy, all of our optimal systems have lower error probabilities
than the conventional systems. Meanwhile, a novel methodology of pursuing approximately opti-
mal dual-ring QAM system with non-equal symbol probabilities are also led in this chapter. The
improvement reaches 2.8 dB, which shows that our approximately optimizing approach can deliver
dramatic performance improvement. These improvement may be very attractive in wireless sensor
systems where optimal source coding may not be able to implement. On the other side, considering
the non-ideal construction and formats in bio-system, in the future, we could extend our current
findings to accommodate or better understand bio-neural information processing system.
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Figure 5.5: P(e) of Optimized and Non-optimized 8PSK Signaling Per Information Bit Energy
























Figure 5.6: P(e) of Optimized and Non-optimized 8DPSK Signaling Per Information Bit Energy
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Figure 5.7: P(e) of Optimized and Non-optimized Dual-ring 8QAM Signaling Per Information Bit
Energy
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Figure 5.8: Signal Constellations and Decision Regions for Optimal 8QAM When Pm ={0.03,
0.01, 0.04, 0.02, 0.25, 0.15, 0.20, 0.30}, εb/N0= 10.17dB
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Conclusion
General Purpose Representation and Association Machine (GRPAM), as a novel information trans-
mission/ reception mechanism, is proposed to employ versatile approach with hierarchical repre-
sentation and association structures to do a quick and rough assessment on multitasks. It sig-
nificantly improves our understanding in intelligent information representation and processing in
biological brains.
In this dissertation, we have overviewed the concept of GPRAM and constructed the prototype of
GPRAM system using (7, 4) Hamming and simple LDPC codes. Furthermore a switch function
has been introduced, which is functioning similar to the sleep mode in bio-systems. For the longer
codeword, serval improvements on the learning progress have been discussed, i.e., how to improve
learning for three-state systems; how to learn multitasks using perfect codewords, and finally how
to perform progressive learning methods in learning multitasks.
Next, we have constructed Image Processing Unit (IPU) to recognize simple pattern and face im-
ages for GRPAM system. Inspired by bio-visual system, IPU is designed as a gateway for infor-
mation processing in recognition. In this part, we put efforts in designing a more integrated system
solving the problem of recognizing simple patterns and face images. Our study on recognizing
low-resolution images with serious image quality degradation is closely experienced in the human
visual system, similar from animals as well. We have also mimicked the learning and recognition
processes inspired by bio-visual systems. Our results show that our GPRAM Image Processing U-
nit performs the similar behavior to human visual systems which could recognize heavily distorted
low-resolution human faces and its performance in terms of recognition successful rate and false
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alarm rate is almost as good as those achieved from state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms
on images without severe distortion.
Finally, formulas have been derived to compute the optimizing signal constellation, decision re-
gions, and symbol error rates for MPSK, MDPSK, dual-ring QAM with non-equal symbol prob-
abilities. Several optimizing methods had been well developed and compared. The results show
when comparing at the same information bit energy, all of our optimal systems have lower error
probabilities than the conventional systems. Meanwhile, a novel methodology of pursuing ap-
proximately optimal dual-ring QAM system with non-equal symbol probabilities are also led in
this dissertation. Since in bio-systems it is highly-unlikely to follow the ideal setting and uniform
construction of single type of system, our methods in optimizing systems with non-equal symbol
probabilities could be further employed in the bio-neural information processing systems.
Future Work
In this dissertation, we have shown the success in establishing the prototype of GPRAM using
communication theory. Our study on recognizing low-resolution images with serious image qual-
ity degradation is closely experienced in the human visual system, similar from animals as well.
Nevertheless, this is not the end of the research. There are many interesting works need to be
investigated in the future. We summarize the future work as follows.
In IPU, we have presented the result focusing on the random regular LDPC codes. Although the
current results show the system is well-performed, there is another way that could improve the
recognition performance, which is improving the current structure of LDPC codes. For instance,
we could alter the regular LDPC codes to irregular, or modify the XOR gates to AND or OR gates
with non-equiprobable symbols in LDPC codes.
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Although we have achieved impressive recognition accuracy compared to state-of-the-art approach-
es, many improvements inspired by bio-systems could be implemented. For example, it has been
well-known that stage by stage progressive learning can dramatically improve learning efficien-
cy in bio-systems [106] [107]. In the future study, we could also consider implementing similar
features, that is we improve performance stage by stage, closely tied to bio-evolvement.
On the other side, we could build hierarchical layers of IPU to make more adaptable and reliable
decisions though upon various noise. By adding up the multiple layers, we could also increase the
capability of IPU, LDPC codes and iterative decoders. Again, the ultimate goal is to build a robot-
like system which can display behaviors similar to biological brain. Once we reach this stage, then
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